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FOREWORD 

Because it treats a subject of Widespread current 

interest, this thesis report" which has had only limited distribu-

tion, is being published as a Digital Computer Laboratory R-series 

report. Digital computers are finding rapidly increasing applications 

to the control of pnysical systems ot maqy kinds. The input to 

such S,Ystems must be ipanalog form such as an electrical voltage 

or a shaft position. The unmodified output of the digital computer 

is a set of numerical digits. Before this digital information can 

be fed into the control system, it must be translated into analog 

form. One device for this conversion is the digital-to-analog decoder 

described in t~is report. 

SigMd~ • .t:.V. ~·/~ . .'- rI-
Robert L. Walquist ~ 

Approved •••••••• 
Jay W. 
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ABSTRACT 

tlAnalysis and Design of a Digital-to-Analog Decoder" 

by 

Robert Louis Walquist 

Submitted for the degree of Master of Science 

in the 

Department of Electrical Engineering 

on May 23, 1951 

The purpose of this thesis is to stuqy the general problems 
associated with the various types of digital-analog conversion equipment 
arid, by means of this stuqy, to design a high-accuracy digital-to-analog 
decoder without sacrificing speed of response. 

In choosing a particular form of conversion device for 
use in a s,ystem, the following characteristics must be considered: 

1. The general applicability of the input to or 
output from the conversion device; 

2. The accuracy of the conversion; 

3. The sensitivity of the conversion; 

4. The freedom from drift of the conversion device; 

5. The time taken for a single conversion; 

6. The amount of equipment necessary for single 
and multiple conversion channels. 

The internal operation of the conversion device may be 
characterized by only two of these quantities: 

1. The number of quantizing levels (the static 
conversion accuracy); 

2. The conversion time. 

Comparison of these two characteristics of digital-analog conversion 
devices to the characteristics of analog s,ystems indicated that quantiza
tion error is similar to noise, while conversion time is similar to 
bandwidth. 

iii 
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The problem of conversion is one of comparison or matching 
of the input and output signals of the conversion device. The three 
fundamental ways in which this comparison may be accomplished are: 

1. Serial matching of each quantizing increment; 

2. Serial matching of each binary digit; 

3. Parallel matching of all digits (simultaneous comparison). 

These three methods of comparison are completely analogous to the 
three ways in which digital information may be transmitted. 

Stuqy of the various conversion methods indicates that a 
binar.y-weighted decoder which uses equal-valued current sources con
nected to a binar,y-weighted ladder network is one of the best solutions 
to the digital-to-analog decoder problem. Experimental design and 
testing of 2 stages of a proposed 10 stage decoder of this type gave 
the following results: 

1. With only l.~ twin-triodes used for each stage, accurate 
current sourC5es wer'e built, each of thich includes a 
storage medium (an unsymmetrical flip-flop) for holding 
digital information. 

2. A maximum output voltage of 100 volts, without the use of 
amplifiers, may be obtained from the decoder with an ac
curacy of 0.1 percent (10 binar,y digits). Recalibration 
need be carried out no oftener than every few days. 

3. The time taken by the decoder to set up this accuracy 
of output voltage, with only a small load applied, is less 
than 1.5 microsecond. 

4. Repeated operation of the decoder may be obtained at 
frequencies up to 125 kilocycles. 

Transmission of the output voltage of a decoder becomes an 
important problem whenever many paralleled devices 'are to receive this 
voltage. Special transmission schemes, such as three-conductor trans
mission lines, may be used to retain the rapid response and accuracy of 
the decoder output voltage but only at the expense of increased com
plexity of equipment and greater power loss. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

A digital-to-analog decoder is a device which converts 

or changes a quantity represented QY a set of numerical digits into 

an analog quantity such as an electrical voltage or shaft position. 

The digital-to-analog decoder is one of two general classifications 

of digital-analog conversion equipment, the other classification 

being the inverse or encoding equipment. Digital-analog conversion 

may be thought of as an extension of the field of analog-analog 

conversion which deals with the problem of changing a quantity, such 

as light intensity, into an analogous quantity, such as a shaft 

position. A fundamental difference, however, is introduced because 

of the fact that the digital representation of a quantity, by its 

ver.y nature, can only assume discrete values. That is, if the 

quantity to be represented digitally falls between two numerical 

values, it must be represented by one or the other of these two values 

and not by some intermediate value. Analog quantities, on the other 

hand, may assume an infinite number of values inside of the finite 

range through which they var,y. It thus becomes the problem of the 

digital-analog conversion equipment to interconnect an analog system 

which has the possibility of conveying an infinite amount of informa-

tion to a digital system which can convey only a limited amount of 

information, this amount being directly dependent upon the range of 

numbers handled by the digital system. 

1.1 Uses of Digital-Analog Conversion Devices 
i 

Devices which convert one analog quantity into another analog 

quantity have been widely used where one form of analog information 
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is more eas~ measured and controlled than others. One might well 

ask: wQy the need of converting between analog and digital information? 

The following three examples should help to answer this question. 

1.11 Digital Computer Control systems 

Before the advent of high-speed digital computers into the 

fields of electronic control and simulation, analog computers were 

used for performing complex and varied operations upon the informa

tion being handled by such control and simulation systems. Since 

these systems operate on analog information, as do the analog computers, 

the need for conversion equipment is only that of converting one 

analog quanti ty into another. However, analog computers are limi ted 

in their accuracy, cannot deal with complex problems involving several 

independent variables, and are restricted to performing a given set 

of operations~upon the information received by them. In order to 

overcome these limitations and especially to allow the computer to 

make decisions as to what it will do with the information it receives, 

digital computers have b~en introduced into these fields. 

With the introduction of digital computers into control 

and simulation systems, a new problem arises. Digital computers 

perform operations upon discrete values of input information (as 

represented by a sequence of numbers), whereas the control or simula

tion s.ystem external to the computer uses continuous information such 

as voltages or shaft positions. In order, therefore, for the digital 

computer to be connected into these systems, it is necessary to 
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introduce devices which will convert continuous analog information 

into digital information and vice versa. The replacing of analog 

equipment by a digital computer thus requires not only a knowledge 

of the computer characteristics but also a knowledge of the 

digital-analog conversion devices through which the computer is 

connected to the rest of the system. 

A co~trol or simulation s.ystem utilizing a digital computer 

is shown in Figure 1. Analog information is received by a conversion 

device which changes this analog information into a form of digital 

information usable by the digital computer. The digital computer 

then processes this information, yielding the digital results of 

this processing at its output. These digital results are then 

changed into analog information by a second conversion device, the 

output of which is connected to the desired analog equipment. 

1.12 Telemetering and Servomechanism Control systems 

In some telemetering problems, the accuracy of the quantity 

being telemetered is often of great importance. Noise, occurring 

during the transmission of the information as a continuously variable 

quantity, reduces the accuracy obtainable at the receiving device 

to a value which m~ be considerably less than the accuracy of the 

transmitted information. However, it is possible to convert the 

continuous information into discrete or digital information at the 

transmitting end and send this "digital information in the form of 
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time sequences of pulses, multiplexed frequencies, pulse positionings, 

or by some other method. Such transmission schemes can reduce trans

mission noise to a relatively insignificant level. 

A receiving device for handling telemetered digital 

information might appear in the form shown in Figure 2. Here 

a servomechanism or control device is operated by comparing the 

input digital information with digital information proportional to 

the analog output of the device. Comparison might be made of digital 

quantities rather than analog quantities in order to achieve a higher 

degree of accuracy. 

1.13 Information storage 

In s,ystems where it is desirable to store information for 

some arbitrary length of time, storage of continuous-valued quantities 

becomes quite difficult due to drift or decay of the stored quantity. 

An example of the decay of a voltage stored on a capacitor is 

shown in Figure 3-A. Due to leakage resistances both in the capacitor 

and the associated circuitr,y, the capacitor voltage will decay in 

an exponent~al manner. Such a method of storage is adequate only 

if the discharge time constant of the circuitr,y is considerably 

greater than the time interval over which the voltage is to be stored. 

The same capacitor can be made to store information 

indefinitely if, in some manner, the decaying voltage can be returned 

to its original level after it has drifted from this value. However, 

in order to do this, it is necessary to quantize the original voltage 

(change it from a continuous quantity to a discrete quantity) so 
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that any drift can be recognized and corrected. Such a scheme is 

shown in Figure 3-B where the magnitude of th~ dec~ed voltage is 

sensed and is tncreased (as indicated by the regeneration points) 

until it equals the next larger quantizing unit. 

The information may also be stored as a digital quantity 

as shown in Figure 3-C., Here, the storage medium is assumed to be 

drift free, such as a rotary switch, so that regeneration is not 

necessary and the information may be stored indefinitely. Two 

different methods of storing this digital information are given: 

one of these requires the use of a group of storage units, each 

having 10 discrete and stable storage positions; the other requires 

the use of a larger group of storage units but with each having only 

2 discrete and stable positions. 

1.2 The Analysis of Conversion Devices as Presented in This Paper 

The examples given in the previous section show three of 

the various ways in which digital-analog conversion devices may be 

employed. In each of these usages it becomes important to know the 

characteristics of the conversion device, including a knowledge of 

the analog and digital input-output information. The various sections 

of this paper attempt an analysis of the field of digi-tal-analog 

conversion equipment, with emphasis placed upon the problem of design

iag a binary-weighted decoder. 

Section 2 of this paper discusses in a general w~ the 

various characteristics of conversion devices including the analog 

input to or output from the conversion device. This discussion is 
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presented from an engineering point of view, stressing the requirements 

whioh are important when one is designing conversion equipment. It 

also gives a common background upon which a rough oomparison can be 

made between different types of conversion devices. 

Section 3 analyzes the three basic methods by which digital

analog conversion equipment ~ operate in order to match or compare 

the input and output signals. It is also pointed out that these 

three methods are identioal to the three ways in which digital informa

tion may be transmitted. The number of quantizing levels (static con

version accuracy) and the conversion time are[shown to be the important 

parameters for discussing the internal operation of the conversion 

device. It is pointed out that these quantities are comparable 

to the signal-to-noise ratio and bandwidth of analog systems~ Two 

brief examples are given in order to show the extreme cases which 

may arise when a digital-analog conversion device is to be matched 

to the remainder of a system. 

With the information presented in Sections 2 and 3 as 

a foundation upon which to build, and for the reasons given therein, 

Section 4 approaches the problem of designing a suitable decoder by 

the use of parallel-channel, binary-weighting methods as distinguished 

from incremental methods. Two methods of binar.y weighting are 

ana~zed: the use of voltage sources as the weighting elements, and 

the use of current sources as the weighting elements. The engineering 

difficulties encountered with each of these methods are discussed and 

an evaluation is made of their relative merits •. 
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Section 5 discusses the final design and testing of 2 stages 

of a proposed lOstage binary ... weighted decoder. For reasons given 

in Section 4, current sources incorporating a Itholding fl or storage 

medium are used for each decoder channel (each binary digit). The 

results achieved with this decoder are evaluated in terms of the 

principles stressed in Section 2, with special emphasis being placed 

on accuracy, drift, speed of response, and ease of calibration .. , 

Section 6 discusses briefly some of the engineering 

problems which would be encountered if a binar.y~weighted decoder is 

used as an encoding device to change analog voltages into an equivalent 

binary number.. The problem associated with the accurate and rapid 

transmission of the output voltage of a decoder is also considered 

along with some of the possible means for solving the problem. The 

section ends by summarizing the material covered in this report~ 

pointing out some of the limitations, and suggesting possible direc

tions for further stu~~ 
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2.0 IMPORTANT ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS OF DIGITAL;..ANALOG CONVERSION 
EQUIPMENT 

The problem of developing a method of comparison for aqy 

type of equipment is a difficult one, since the factor which 

ultimately determines a selection is the cost. If several pieces 

of equipment will all adequatelY do a specified task, then that 

piece of equipment which is the least expensive is chosen. However, 

the principal difficulv-here is in the meaning of adequate. 

Different applications must meet different requirements; and even 

for the same application, what seems adequate for one user may 

not be adequa~e for another. Unless the exact usage to which a 

piece of equipment is to be put is known beforehand, cost is an 

inadeq~te means of comparison. FOT this reason, this chapter 

discus~es several of the important design considerations for digital-

analog encoding and decoding devices. 

The design of any s.ystem that is to either code or decode 

digital information must consider the following: 

1. The general applicability of the input to 

or output from the conversion devices; 

2. The accuracy of theconversioni 

3. The sensitivity of the conversion; 

4 •. The 'freedom from drift of the conversion device; 

5. The time taken for a single conversion; 

6. The amount of equipment necessary for single 

and multiple conversion channels. 
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The following sections of this chapter consider each of these items 

brie~. Wherever possible, reference is made to the achievements 

and limitations of alreaqy existing conversion equipment. 

2.1 The Input and Output ot the Conversion Device 

Since a digital-analog conversion device must deal with 

both analog and digital· representations of information, it is 

important to determine which ot the many possible forms these 

representations should take. Analog information may assume a 

multiplicity of forms, including such things as . position, velocity" 

pres,sure, voltage, current, etc. Digi tal information may likewise 

be expressed in several ways, two of which were shown in Figure 3. 

Two of the most useful forms (one digital and one anaiog) are 

discussed below. 

2.11 Digital Information Represented as a Binaty Number 

The almost universal w~ to represent digital information 

is by means of a decimal number (oase 10 system) which uses the 

digit values 0 through 9. The position of a digit in the number 

determines the power of 10 by which that digit is to be multiplied. 

As an example, consider the number 54; the decimal representation 

of this number is: 

101 0 N10 ;:; ~ x 10 + nO x 10 = 5 x 10 + 4 x 10 = 54 

However, it is possible to use other forms of representing digital 

information by adopting a new number base. Consider, for example, the 
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use of a binar.y (base 2) form of number representation. Here, instead 

of the 10 distinct digital values of the decimal system, we have only 

2 distinct values -- 0 and 1. The same ,decimal numb,er 54 would be 

written in the binar,y system as follows: 

Two conclusions can be drawn from the above compar~sons: 

1. The smaller the number base, the larger the 

number of digits needed to specif,y a given 

number; 

2. The smaller the number base, t~e fewer the 

number of values each digit must assume. 

This latter consideration is a ver.y important one when high speed and 

high reliability are desired. Since electraDc equipment is almost 

always used in high speed ~evices, and since this equipment works 

most reliably in an off-on (0-1) fashion, it is customar.y to use 

the base 2 system for the representation of digital information in 

conversion equipment. 

2.12 Analog Information Represented as a Voltage Amplitude 

Considering only the general applicability of the input 

to or output from a conversion device, the advantage of using voltage 

as the analog parameter is immediately apparent. Electrical trans-

ducers which convert pressure, strain, temperature, light intensity, 
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color, sound intensity, pitch, pH (~drogen ion) content, and an 

almost endless variety of other quantities into analog voltages are 

quite common. Also, a voltage output can be used for deflecting 

an oscilloscope beam, for operating a recording galvanometer or 

visual indicating instrument, or, in conjunction with a servo-

mechanism, for positioning a shaft. 

Several schemes have alreaqy been devised and tested for 

changing a set of binar,y digits into an analog voltage. 1,4,5,6,12, 

17, 20, 24.* Similar work has been done on the converse problem 

of changing an: analog voltage into a set of binar,y digits. 6, 12, 18, 

19, 21, 24. Besides the use of voltage as the analog parameter, 

s,ystems have been considered and designed wherein a shaft position 

is used as an indication of the analog parameter. 20, 22, 23, 24 

One of the disadvantages of this latter technique is the difficulty 

of obtaining the analog input quantities in the form of shaft 

positions (unless they alreaqy occur as such) without first having 

to convert to an analog voltage. A s,ystem which eliminates the 

intermediate step of conversion from an analog voltage to a shaft 

position and then to a set of binar,y digits should be more 

advantageous, since the introduction of each conversion step in 

the process introduces another source of error and the possibility 

of an increased complexity of the conversion equipment. 

* Superscripts refer to items in the BibliographY. 
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2.13 "Holding" of the Analog Output of a Decoder 

An important consideration in aQY digital-to-analog 

conversion is the "holding" or flnon-holding" property of the 

output. If the output of the conversion device is "holding" from 

one digital input to another, a steaqy value of output is obtained 

for each digital conversion and this value of output is maintained 

constant, regardless of the time elapsed before the next digital 

input •. 

In s.ystems where the digital input to the conversion 

device is uniror~ space~. in time, and adjacent pieces of digital 

information are sufficiently close together, the consideration of a 

"holding tl or Iinon-holding" output is not as important, since the 

average value of the output quantity can be directly related to the 

digital input. Even here, however:, the 11non-holding ft character of 

the output will be important if the digital input changes rapidly, 

for an averaging device is effectively a low pass filter and must 

necessarily have a time delay over which it averages a reading. 

The problem is even more acute when the digital input 

to the conversion device is randomly spaced in time. Either the 

conversion device must maintain constant the magnitude of the 

analog output, or else the analog receiving device must be able 

to store information. In either case, storage of some form must 

be utilized. Since most analog devices do not have the requisite 

storage medium, it is desirable to place this burden upon the 

conversion device. 
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2.2 Accuracy of Conversion 

A seoond important consideration in the design of a 

conversion device is the acouracy of the conversion. Methods have 

been suggested for obtaining a high degree of acouraoy in both the 

analog-to-digital conversion22 and in the digital-to-analog con

version17• Suoh methods re~ on the use of a fine and co~se 

analog evaluating devioe. As outlined, these methods gtve a theo

retical accuraoy of 0.01 percent or better, but the diffioulties 

of building and stabilizing suoh devices have not been thoroughly 

studied. Methods which have actually been tried, and which do not 

use a coarse and fine level of evaluation of the analog quantity, 

more generally have accuracies of around 1 or 2 percent.5, 12, 17 

However, transduoers, output meters, and recorders have an accuracy 

of about this same order of magnitude -- generally around 1/2 to 

1 percent. (Bridge balancing schemes will give a much higher 

sensitivity to parameter changes, but the reference level of the 

variable parameter usually has an accuracy of only 1/2 to 1 percent.) 

Thus, an accuracy of conversion of around 1 to 2 percent rather than 

the accuracy of the analog devioe would be the limiting factor. It 

is desirable to have the overall accuracy of conversion approach the 

accuracy of the transducers or output devices, rather than have the 

accuracy limited by the conversion device. 
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2.3 Sensitivity of Conversion 

Besides the accuracy, the sensitivity of the conversion 

device is important -- by sensitivity is meant the ability of the 

conversion device to reproduce small changes in the digital or 

analog input quantity. It is quite often desirable to have a 

sensitivity which is considerably greater than the accuracy of 

the conversion device. Sensitivities as ~igh as 1 part in 1,000 

have been obtained20, but a more usual figure is somewhere around 

. 6, 12, 17, 23 1 part 1n 200 or 300. 

High sensit~vity m~ be obtained from an analog voltage 

to digital conversion device by u:Wizingtwo input channels from 

each transducer. One input channel is used to establish the 
; 

reference level of the input quantity, while the other input channel 

is connected in a sensitive bridge circuit such that the input to 

the conversion device gives only the deviation of the parameter 

from a fixed reference level. This second input channel could then 

give a very high sensitivitYJ but such a scheme would not increase 

the overall accuracy of the conversion since this accuracy would 

be set by the input channel establishing the reference level. 

Since the input channel establishing the reference level must yield 

a coarse bridge adjustment and since the sensitivity of the bridge 

should not vary with the reference level, difficulties would be 

encountered in such a system if the reference level is forced to 

vary over Wide lirni ts • 
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2.4 Freedom from Drift 

The drift of most of the high-sensitivity systemsso far 

developed has not been checked closely enough to determine to what 

extent this drift will affect the results. If a conversion system 

has to be frequentlY adjusted and recalibrated due to such things 

as zero drift, sensitivity to power supplY v~ltage fluctuations, and 

aging components, the usefulness of the device is critically handi-

capped. Ideally, the system should not have to be checked after it 

is once installed; however, such stability of operation is generally 

not forthcoming, especially where high accuracy is desired. 

This need for calibration, especially in the more accurate 

systems, often requires an increased system complexity in order that 

a simple checking and recalibrating scheme may be incorporated. 

This checking feature has often been neglected in the past, with the 

result that the utility of the devices has been seriously handicapped. 

2.5 Conversion Time 

For a computer operating with analog inputs and outputs, 

the time of conversion of these quantities becomes another important 

parameter in determining the utility of the conversion device. 

Analog-to-digital conversion times as short as 10 microseconds have 

been obtained in a Pulse Code Modulation ~ystem by the use of a 

special beam deflection coding tube.12, 18, 19 The receiving end of 
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the system converts a time sequence of pulses to analog voltages 

in the same length of time.l Digital-to-analog conversion times 

of around 3 microseconds have been obtained with the system used 

at Project Whirlwind for deflecting the electron beams in the 

electrostatic storage tubes.5 Conversion times, however, general~ 

run around 150 to 250 microseconds.17, 20 

The higher the rate at which the computer can sample the 

severalianalog inputs and adjust the several analog outputs, the 

more versatile the computer will be. Certainly the coding and 

decoding times will determine the total number of analog signal 

inputs and outputs that can be obtained during a given time interval. 

This in turn limits the product of the number of channels of 

information and the sampling rate per channel. High conversion 

speed is an important quantity when designing a~ conversion device; 

however, as will be pointed out in the next section, accuracy of 

conversion and conversion time are interrelated and may require that 

a compromise be made in the one or the other. 

2.6 Amount of Equipment Needed 
I 

If a s.ystem is to be practicable, both the amount of 

equipment necessar.y for a single conversion channel and the additive 

equipment necessar.y for handling several conversion channels must 

be considered. Quite often, the additive equipment per added channel 

can be reduced,by increasing the amount of equipment needed for a 

single conversion channel. Such matters must be evaluated in terms 
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of the probable number of conversion channels to be used, with the 

idea in mind of reducing the net amount of equipment and thus the 

net cost. 

One, additional factor must be considered when multiple 

conversion channels are used -- this is the difficulty of switching 

analog ~antities which are ~plitude sensitive. Several schemes 

have been devised for getting around this difficulty. The amplitude 

20 sensitive analog quantity often is used to phase modulate or 

frequency modulate22 an alternating voltage waveform. The 

switching fus"then done on this modulated voltage, the switching 

device being insensitive to phase and frequency variations. Other 

methods involve the utilization of time positioned pulses to rep-

resent the analog magnitude, all switchin~ operations being done on these 

pulses.17, 20 

The methods mentioned above have one inherent disadvantage 

they must perform an additional conversion with the possibility of 

introducing additional errors. Up to the present, a satisfactor.y 

solution to this problem has not been obtained. 

2.7 Brief Historical Summary of Digital-Analog Conversion 
Equipment 

With the various engineering requirements for digital-analog 

conversion equipment firmlY in mind, it is worthwhile to compare several 

of the devices which have been designed in this field. The following 

tables list the basic principles of operation, and a few other important 



Developed by 

Goodall 

Ref. 6 

Bell 
Labora
tories 

Ref. 12,18,19 

stabler 

Ref. 23 

Sisson 

Ref. 20 

Smith 

Ref. 21 

Type of 
Input 

Voltage 
Magni
tude 

Voltage 
Magni
tude 

Shaft 
Position 

Shaft 
Position 

Voltage 
Magni
tude 

Principle of Operation 

An amount of charge is removed from capacitor 
corresponding to largest binar,y digit con
tained in analog input. Process is continued 
for all smaller binary digits. Time
positioned pulses occur as the output. 

fertical position of electron beam in "coding 
tube tt is determined by the magnitude of 
analog input. Horizontal deflection of 
electron beam gives time-positioned pulse 
output corresponding to magnitude of analog 
input. 

Number in binary coun~r is changed each time 
snaft is moved. Counter is reversible in 
operation and direction of shaft rotation is 
sensed by means of photo cells. 

Shaft position is converted to phase-modulated 
signal; phase-modulated signal is converted 
to pulse-position modulated signal; latter 
signal is converted to binary number by means 
of binary counter. 

Output of binary weighted voltage generator 
is compared with analog input voltage, and 
resulting error signal is used to set the 
voltage generator. Comparison is continued 
until error is less than the smallest unit of 
the voltage generator. 

Accuracy: 

1/32 

1/128 

1/180 

1/360 

Time' of .. Gon- Amount of Equipment 
version in Duplicated for Mul
microseconds tiple Inputs* 

10 

10 

Continuous 
Conversion of 
Position. 

250 

100 

all 

almost all 

all 

approx. 1/5 

approx. 1/5 

*' It is assumed here that analog voltages cannot be switched witho~t introducing error, and hence voltage 
switching is not considered when evaluating the amount of duplication necessar,y. 

2.71 Table of Previous Coders 
I 
I\.) 
I'\) 

B 



Developed by 

Goodall 

Ref. 6 

Shannon
Rack 

Ref. 1, 12 

Sard 

Ref. 17 

Principle of Operation 

Time-positioned input pulses discharge a 
capacitor in binar.y weighted time sequence. 
Output is proportional to decrease of 
voltage across capacitor. 

Time-positioned input pulses cause equal 
current pulses to flow in a capacitor 
circuit. Binar.y weighting is accomplished 
by allowing capacitor to discharge to 1/2 
its value between input pulses. Output is 
proportional.to voltage across capacitor. 

Binar,y number is converted into a pair of 
time-positioned pulses by means of biliary 
counter. Time between pulses is inte-

,grated to obtain output voltage. 

Is Output 
ttHolding!! Accuracy 
in Nature? 

NO 

NO 

NO 

1/32 

1/128 

Approx. 
1/50· 

Time of Con... Amount of Equipment 
version in Duplicated for Mul
-microseconds tiple Qutputs* 

10 almost all 

10 all 

1/3 

~------------~----------------------~------------------~~--------+-------~r-------------+-------------,----~ 
Susskind 

Ref. 20 

Ely 

Ref. 4,5 

Same principle as used by Sard above, except 
that time-positioned pulses are held in 
delay and regeneration network. 

Binar.y weighted current sources are summed 
in load resistance which converts sum of 
currents into analog voltage. This voltage 
is amplified to obtain usable output. 

YES 

Appro;x:. 
1/200 

1/32 

Approx. 
150 

3 

1/2 

all 

~~ It is assumed here that analog voltages cannot be switched wihtout introducing--error, and hence voltage 
switching is not considered when evaluating the amount of duplication necessar,y. 

2.72 Table of Previous Decoders 

• f\) 
\..t.) 
I 
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quantities, for 5 decoding and 5 coding devices. The Bibliograp~ 

in the Appendices of this report gives a fairly complete listing 

of the references dealing with these devices for those who desire 

a more detailed stuqy. 

Several conclusion~ as to the desirability of a particular 

conversion method may be drawn from the information presented in 

these tables. However, th~ ta9les do not indicate if a particular 

method has been exploited up to its theoretical limits. It appears 

as if certain of the devices could Qe improved in accuracy wnthout 

sacrificing other factorssuQh as time of copversion. It might be, 

however, that some of the methods have alreaqy been pushed to t~e 

extreme with respect to these factors. In order to obtain a better 

insight into the problem, the following section is devoted to an 

analysis of digital-analog conversion devices from the point of 

view of accuracy and conversion time. 
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3 0 0 ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL-ANALOGCONVERSION DEVICES 

As was pointed out in Section2a~there are several important 

quantities to consider in connection with conversion devices. When 

the conversion device is viewed only from the putside an~ one is 

interested in the relationship between input and output, this is 

certainly true. However, ifl one is to describe the internal 

operation of the conversion device, it is sufficient to consider 

only the following: 

1. The number of quantizing lev~ls (the static 

conversion accuracy) 

2. The conversion time. 

As was explained in Section 1, one of the inherent 

characteristics of ~ conversion device which involves digital 

quantities is quantization. Quantization is introduced because 

of the finite range of numbers whicp can be handled by the digi tal 

portion of the conversion device. The s'econd item given above, the 

conversion time, is introduced because there is always a certain 

delay between the time when an input signal is applied to the con. 

version device and the time when the correct output signal has been 

establishede In analog or continuous data systems, this is generally 

characterized by a phase lag or time delay; in digital-analog con

version devices it is more useful to speak of this as the conversion 

time. 
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Since the above two quantities determine how fast and 

how accuratelY the components ot the conversion device must 

operate, it is possible to derive relationships between the 

conversion time, the quantization accuracy, and the operating 

.. _) frequency for the various conversion devices. The following 

section gives examples of several forms of digital-analog conversion 

devices and shows that certain conversion methods are more restrictive 

~ in their accuracy-conversion-time relationships than others o 

3.1 The Problem of Conversion is One of Comparison or Matching 

The problem which any conversion device must solve is: 

given an input signal, determine and produce the corresponding 

output signal. In order to accomplish this, it is necessar,y for 

the conversion device to compare and match its output signal with 

the input signal. Since some of the conversion devices are forced 

to make more than a single comparison during this conversion 

process, the number ot comparisons necessar,y will, to a large extent, 

influence the operating speed of the various components of the 

conversion device. 

There are three fundamental ways in which the requisite 

comparison process can be carried out in the digital-analog 

conversion device;these are: 

1. Serial matching of each quantizing increment; 

2. Serial matching of each binar,y digit; 

30 Parallel matching of all digits 
( simul taneous -comparison). 
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It should be emphasized that this classification of 

conversion methods is not restricted to either encoding or decoding 

devices alone, but is equally applicable to both. The following 

sections brie!.ly discuss and exemplif.1 each of these methods. 

3,11 Serial Matching of Each Quantizing Increment 

The method of increment matohing is accomplished by making 

a comparison between the input and output signals of the conversion 

device. If the two do not agree, the output signal is changed by 

one quantizing unit. A new-comparison is then made, and the process 

is continued until an agreement is established. There are two 

fundamental ways in which this method of increment matching may be 

accomplished: 

1. The last tested value of the output is stored, 

and a new output is established by changing the 

precediogoutput a sufficient number of quantizing 

increments so that it agrees with the new value 

of the input; 

2. The output is cleared to zero, and a new output 

---is established by comparing the input and 

output at each quantizing-level until the 

correct output level is reached. 

The first method given above corresponds to the operation 

of the continuous coding device which was given in the table in 

Section 2.71 for the continuous conversion of a shaft position into a 
t. 

binary number. 23 This conversion device remembers the last position of 
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the shaft and changes its binary number output only if the shaft 

moves to a new position. Such an operating method requires, of 

course, that the conversion device realize in which direction the 

shaft has turned in order that it can correctly change the output 

quantity. With this type of operation, there is an obvious relation

ship between the frequency at which comparisons must be made (the 

frequency of operation of the equipment in the conversion device) 

and the 'conversion time: 

• 
(3-1) 

where f c is the frequency of making comparisons, and 1: is the con-

version time. 

The second method given above has been used in,the following 

form as an encoding device: 22,24 An integrating circuit generates 

a voltage amplitude which is proportional to the time interval "being 

measured (counted) by a binary counter; a continuous amplitude 

comparison is made between this generated voltage and the voltage 

which is to be converted; when the output voltage of the integrator 

is equal in magnitude to the analog input voltage, the counter is 

stopped and now contains the binary number representation of the 

input VOltage. Figure 4-a shows this form of incremental encoding. 

This same conversion scheme is also used to convert 

binar,y numbers to analog voltages.17,20 The number is put into a 

counter, and as the integrator linearlY increases the output voltage 

of the conversion device, pulses are sent to the counter, each pulse 
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subtracting ~ unit from the counter. When the contents of the 

counter equals zero, the'integrator is stopped and the amplitude -.... 

of the output voltage is linearly related to the input number. 

In both of the methods just presented, a comparison is 

made between the input and output of the conversion device for 

each quantizing level. It is immediately obvious, therefore, that 

the frequency of comparison for the conversion device will depend 

upon the number of quantizing levels. In terms of the notation used 

for the continuous conversion device, we have: 

(3-2) 

Equation 3-2 shows that we.have paid rather dearly for 

the privilege of each time,initiating the comparison from a zero 

reference level. The onlY benefits· which have resulted are: 

1. The conversion device no longer has to 

store or remember the last value of the output; 

2. The conversion equipment need not sense the 

direction of change of the input signal, 

since the zero reference is generally made 

equal to the minimum (or maximum) valu~ 

of the input signal. 
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3.12 Serial Matching of Each Bina~ Digit 

Instead of making a comparison of each quantizing increment 

as was done in Section 3.11 above, it is possible to make these 

comparisons on a digital basis. One possible way of doing this for 

encoding is shown in Figure 4_b. 21 In this method, a comparison 

voltage is generated by the conversion device, the amplitude of 

which is proportional to the largest binar.y digit of the output 

number. This magnitude is then compared with the input voltage 

amplitude: 

(a) If the comparison voltage amplitude is 

less than the input voltage, the conversion 

device leaves this binar,y digit in the one 

(1) position, which at the same time leaves 

the corresponding comparison voltage set up; 

(b) If this voltage magnitude'i~ greatertnan the input 

voltage, the binar.y digit is cleared to the 

zero (0) position, at the same time reducing 

the comparison voltage by an equivalent amount 

(if no other binar.y digit is in the 1 position, 

the compari~on voltage is reduced to zero). 

This process is continued for each smaller binary . digit 

until every digit has been checked. At the end of the conversion 

process, the comparison voltage is equal in magnitude (within one 

quantization unit) to the input voltage, and the conversion device now 

has the correct binary number representation of the input signal. 
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There are sever~ other conversion devices which operate 

in this same manner. One of these is the Bell Laboratories' Coding 

Tube which is used for converting a voltage amplitude into a binar,y 

number. 12, 18, 19 Here, each binary digit is checked as th,e deflected 

electron beam is swept horizontally across the tube. Another example 

would be the Shannon-Rack decoder which receives its digital infor-

. 1, 12 mati on serially, and thus sets up each digit in time sequence o 

All of the above-mentioned devices follow the same general 

rule for establishing a relationship between the input and output 

signals of the conversion device: a comparison is made for each 

binaEY digit. As a result, the following relationship must hold: 

(3-3) 

where f (. ) is the maximum frequency of making comparisons,'C' is 
c max • 

the conversion time, and log2N equals the number of binary digits 

in the digital part of the conversion device. 

3.13 Simultaneous 
Comparison 

1 

Two methods have already been given by which a conversion 

between the digital and analog realms can be carried out. Both of 

these methods have operated with only a single comparison channel, 

requiring the comparisons to be made in a serial fashion. It is 
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possible, however, to parallel the conversion equipment so that 

all comparisons can be made simultaneously. There are two 

fundamental ways of doing this; 

1. Parallel all of the quantizing increments 

and interrogate the number of increments 

corresponding to the input signal; 

2. Parallel the binary digits and interrogate the 

digits such that a correspondence is obtained 
( 

with the input' signal. 

Obviously, it is the second method which would be used, 

since the first method requires N information-carr.ying channels, 

while the second method requires 'only log2N information-carrying 

channels. An example of the latter method is included in the table, 

of decoders in Section 2.72 where an output voltage is established 

by simultaneously setting up all digits of a binar,y number.> For 

this device we again arrive at a relationship of: 

t =l 
c ~ (3-4) 

It is worthwhile to compare the conversion method which 

led to equation 3-4 with the method which led to equation 3-1, since 

they yield identical equations, and remembering that the methods are 

equally applicable to both coders and decoders. The continuous con-

version device established the relationship of equation 3-1 by keeping , 

in constant communication with the input signal. By this constant 

communication, the last value of the input signal was always available; 
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Thus, a change in this value could be sensed and the output signal 

correspondingly corrected. The parallel conversion method which 

led to equation 3-4, however, did not need to remember the last 

value of the input in order to establish a new value of the output. 

Each time a conversion is ma~e, the total value of the input is 

sent to the conversion equipment over parallel channels. This 

latter method allows the output of the conversion device to be kept 

independent of the input signal fluctuations at all times except 

when an actual conversion is taking place; but more will be said 

of this later. 

3.2 Comparison of Digital-Analog Conversion Devices to 
Analog Systems 

The preceding section has established relationships between 

the number of quantizing levels, the conversion time, and the 

frequency of comparison for the various conversion devices. However, 

no restrictions have as yet been placed upon the number of quantizing 

units or upon the length of time allowable for the conversion process. 

The specification of these values can be accomplished only if one 

has a knowledge of the overall system in which the conversion device 

is to be used. 

In order to consider the effect which the conversion device 

will have upon the external system and thus to determine such factors 

as the requisite number of quantizing units and the conversion time, 
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it is very helpful to have a single method of evaluati:on for the 

entire s,ystem. Since the digital-analog conversion equipment 

interconnects the digital and analog fields, it is possible to 

consider the entire s.ystem from either of these two points of 

view. However, because the analysis and synthesis of analog 

devices has been carried the further, it appears logical to choose 

this field. The following section$ first discuss the important 

characteristics usedtodesoribe analog devices and then compare 

these characteristics and the ones established above for digital

analog conversion devices. 

3.21 Methods for Comparing Analog Devices 

Analog equipment, especially electrical equipment, has 

been rather thoroughly analyzed and several methods of evaluating 

the various pieces of analog equipment have been developed. An 

electrical signal can be described in terms of its frequency components, 

tfue phase and magnitude of t~ese components, and some sort of 

description of the noise, such as the mean square signal-to-noise amplitude 

ratio or power density spectrum. If one wishes to perform some sort 

of complex operation on the electrical signal, it is possible to 

apply the methods of filter theor.y and network synthesis in order to 

determine how well one can perform this operation. The determina-

tion of how well the operation is performed may take several forms, 

but probably the one most used is that of the mean square error 

between the desired result and the obtained result. 
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In analog conversion devioes, generally the only desired 

form of operation on the input signal is that of converting it 

from one analog variable into another. In this case, the qynamic 

and steady-state accuracy and the time delay with which the conversion 

is achieved are the important quantities. Various analog conversion 

devices may thus be compared by means' of the mean square error 

criteria, where the desired output of the conversion device is an 

exact replica of the input except for the form of the analog 

variable~ i.e., related directly by means of a scale factor. If 

a constant time lag between the input to and the output from the 

conversion device is not important, then the mean square error may 

be evaluated by assuming the desired output of the conversion 

device to be delayed with respect to the input signal by a fixed 

time delay. 

In order to obtain a value for the mean square error, it 

is necessar,y to be able to describe completely the input signal to 

the conversion device. Even though this description can be made and 

the mean square error(' determined, this particular error criteria may 

not always be the best one to use. It is possible, however, to 

obtain a crude and relative evaluation without using this criteria 

and hence without requiring a complete description of the input 

signal. The properties of the conversion device (which itself may 

be thought of as being similar to an amplifier for which'the 
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desired output is a scale factored replica of the input) can be 

described in much the same fashion as one describes an amplifier 

the bandwidth, the linearity or accuracy, and the noise level of the 

device. All three of these can produce a distortion of the input 

signal 0 When several frequency components are present in the 

input signal, bandwidth distortion attenuates and phase shifts some 

of these frequencies with respect to the others. When a single 

frequency component is applied to the input, linearity distortion 

(an amplitude-sensitive distortion) will introduce new frequency 

,components. Noise level is usually independent of the input signal, 

being dependent upon the equipment in the system. 

With this section as a background, it is possible to relate 

the conversion time and the size of the quantizing units of the 

digital-analog conversion device to certain of the parameters used 

to describe analog systems. 

3.22 quantization Error Compared to Noise 

In the terms of numerical analysis, quantization error is 

equivalent to a round-off error. This round-off error is produced 

because of the limited number capacity of the digital part of the 

conversion system. In this respect it is similar to noise, since 

any variation of the input signal within a single quantization unit 

does not change the output signal. If one were then to express the 

output of a quantizing device in terms of the input signal and a 

quantizing error, the result would be: 

()-5) 
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where 06 E [Q, f(t)]~Q is the instantaneous deviation of the output 

signal, and Q is the magnitude of a quantization interval. Quantization 

can thus be looked upon as an additional noise or corruption of the 

input signal, the frequencies of this noise being dependent upon 

and higher than the frequencies of the input signal to the quantizing 

device. With quantization similar to noise, the maximum amplitude 

of which is equal to one quantizing unit, the necessity of keeping 

the quantizing units small for high accuracy systems is immediately 

obvious. 

3.23 Conversion Time Compared to Bandwidth 

The conversion time has been defined as the interval 

between the time when an input signal is applied to be converted 

and the time when the output has been established to within the 

desired accuracy. The frequency of conversion (the reciprocal of 

the conversion time) thus roughly corresponds to the bandwidth 

of an analog system. This is readi~ seen by noting that as the 

frequency of the input signal to the conversion device increases, 

the accuracy of the outpu~ decreases, if the conversion frequency 

is maintained constant. The conversion frequency itself is related 

to the time constants of the conversion device in much the same way 

that the bandwidth of an analog system is related to the various 

system time constants. 

3.3 Matching the Conversion Device to the External System 

With quantization and conversion time related to accuracy 

and bandwidth, it is now possible to see what relationships must exist 

between the conversion device and the rest of the system. 
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If a signal with a certain noise level is applied to the 

input of a conversion device, it is obviously desirable that the 

conversion device introduce little additional error into this 

signal. In order to accomplish this, it is necessary that the size 

of the quantization unit and the amplitude of the noise signal should 

be of similar magnitude. However, an additional factor which has 

not been considered so far is the interrelationship between the 

quantizing unit, the oonversion time, and the characteristics of the 

input signal. The examples which follow should help in this respect. 

One possiple signal which we might specif,y as an input 

to a digital-analog conversion device is a signal for which the peak 

amplitude and maximum frequency are all that are specified. Inside 

of these boundar,y values, it is possible for the signal to var.y in 

any and all fashions. If the output from the conversion device is 

at all times to be acourate to within one quantization unit, it is 

necessar,y to establish a new value of the output each time the input 

signal changes from one quantization level to another. The rate at 

which the input changes levels is dependent upon the slope of the 

input waveform and the size of the quantization units of the con

version device. The relationship which results is: 

(3-6) 

where ~~ is the slope of the input waveform during the conversion, tis 

the conversion time, and Q is the size of a single quantization unit. 
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The above relationship is a very pessimistic one, since 

it requires in the extreme that the maximum conversion frequency 

equal the product of the number of quantizing levels times the 

angular frequency of the high~st frequency component of the input 

signal. The reason for this result is that so little was assumed 

to be known about the input signal to the conversion device. It 

might also be noted that this same relationship occurs if a simple 

R-C filter is used to pass such a signal, where conversion frequency 

is related to the filter's upper half.power frequency, and the number 

of qaantizing levels is inverselY related to the desired instantaneous 

accuracy of the signal at the output of the filter. 

Instead of the almost complete~ arbitrary input signal 

given in the last example, let us assume a signal having a constant 

slope (a ramp input). If we make the slope of this ramp equal to 

the slope used in equation 3-6, the apparent result is that~ must 

be the same as before in order to have the converted signal accurate 

to within one quantization unit. This is certainly true, !! we 

proceed with the conversion as previouslY; but we must also recognize 

that a total of two readings will completelY specit,r the ramp input 

signal. In this case, then, we may introduce a device which will 

sample the ramp at a particular point and then hold this sample for 

as long as is necessar,y to complete ,the conversion. B,y repeating 

thislPTOOBSSa second value is obtained, and if the times at which 

the samples are obtained are known, the ramp can be completely specified. 
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It must be realized from these two examples that there is 

no unique way in which one can specif,y a relationship between the 

conversion time, the size of the quantizing units, and the character

istics of the input signal. The process of sampling and holding the 

input signal, as was done in the second example, need not introduce 

large errors if enough is known about the characteristics of this 

input signal. lO However, this knowledge of the input signal required 

that one know ahead of time the .s,ystem in which the conversion device 

is to be used, and also that some suitable criteria for evaluation, 

such as mean square error, can be applied. If this is not the case, 

the two examples given, plus the fact that it is desirable to have 

the quantizing error and the signal noise-level of about the same 

magnitude, allow one to bracket the necess~r.y requirements. 

3.4 Conclusions and Evaluation of the Various Conversion Methods 

This section is not intended as an exhaustive discussion of 

all the possible types of equipment and the associated problems which 

one might run into in the field of digital-analog conversion devices. 

However, it has been possible to obtain some idea of the problems associated 

with conversion equipment. Certain relationships have been derived 

which are useful in comparing the various conversion methods and which 

allow a relative evaluation of such devices. The following paragraphs 

summarize the conclusions which can be drawn from the discussion in 

this section. 

Quantization may be considered as a noise introduced into 

the input signal by the conversion device; it may also be considered 
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as a round-off error, if one wishes to describe it in the terms of 

numerical analysis. ConVersion frequency is directlY related to 

the bandwidth of an analog system: as the bandwidth of an analog 

s.ystem is increased in order to pass higher frequency signals, the 

conversion frequency of a conversion device should also be increased, 

if an increase in error is to be avoided. 

Exact relationships cannot be obtained between the input 

signal to a conversion device and the conversion time unless the 

input signal is completely described and suitable evaluation criteria 

are known. However, if this evaluation can be made, it is possible, 

by means of sampling and holding of the input function over the 

conversion interval, to increase the conversion time over the limiting 

value obtained in equation 3-6. The type of system to which the 

output of the conversion device is connected is also important, since 

this system can help to eliminate the corruption introduced by the 

1 . 10 samp mg process. 

Three fUndamental techniques have been presented in this 

section for the conversion between digital and analog quantities. 

Each of these conversion methods has a direct correspondence to the 

three basic methods of transmitting digital information: 

1. Transmission in series of all the increments 

which correspond to the present value of the 

signal; 
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2. Transmission in series of each binar,y digit 

which corresponds to the present value of the 

signal; 

3. Transmission in parallel of all the digi tal 

information corresponding to the present value 

of the signal. 

Speed of conversion is achieved in the third method given 

above at the s~crifice of increasing the number of conversion channels. 

However, the method also allows a time multiplexing of the conversion 

equipment thus allowing for the handling of several conversion 

channels. Because of this speed and the possibility of multiplexing, 

the parallel-channell binar,y-weighted conversion scheme appears to 

be one of the best available. 

It should be noted that the parallel-channel, binary-weighted 

decoder discussed in Section 3.13 is also used as a part of the 

binary-weighted encoder discus seq in Section 3.12. This decoder is 

that part of the circuitry which receives the pulses from a controlling 

device and produces the comparison voltage. As the derived relationships 

have pointed out, this decoder is one of the most critical parts of 

the conversion equipment as regards operating speed and accuracy. 

Since the parallel-channel, binary .. weighted decoder is also a critical 

part of the most favorable form of encoding device, it appears advan

tageous to study this type of decoder· in fairly close detail. With 

this in mind, the following section analYzes several possible designs 

for such decoders. 
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4.0 SOLUTION OF THE DECODER PROBLEM BY BINARY-WEIGHTING METHODS 

Three fundamental ways of performing digital-analog 

conversion have been given in Section 3. Each of the methods has 

some form of limitation which keeps it from being the ideal device 

for which one might wish. However, of the three basic methods 

studied, that of binary-weighting parallel channels appears, for 

the reasons previously given, to be the most profitable approach. 

This section compares some of the methods which may be used for 

binary-weighting and attempts to evaluate them with regard to 

their physical realizability. 

4.1 Basic Binarr-We1ghted Decoder Circuit 

Probably the most fundamental approaCh to the problem 

of binary-weighting is that shown in Figure 5.4 The relationship 

between E2, El, and N, the binar,y number input, is readily obtained 

as follows: 

(4-1) 

where Req is the equivalent resistance of the RO' ~~ R2, ••• Rn 

network corresp9nding to N. 

If the resistances are chosen such that Rx = RO ' then, 

2x 

1 _~ 
a- L 

eq x=O 

x 
K 2 . 

ltQ (4-2) 

where K is either 0 or 1, depending upon whether this particular 
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FIG.5 

BASIC 81 NARY- WEIGHTED DECODER CI RCUIT 
USING· VOLTAGE SOURCES 
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binar.y digit is present in N or not. Since the summation over all 

the binary digits must equal N, we obtain: 

and thus, E2 = E- 1 
~ 1 + kR 
~ 

RO 

1 
1+k 

N 

N = ~ ...... N~+-.k-

4.11 Accuracy L1nd..tations of ':his Decoder 

(4-3) 

(4-4) 

The desired relation for this conversion device would be 

E2 = GIN where G1 is a constant relating the output voltage to the 

input binary number. The amount by which the derived formula 

deviates from this value depends upon the deviation of the denomi-

nator from the constant k. This deviation in turn depends upon the 

ratio of k to N, and reaches a maximum value for maximum N. If the 

expression for E2 is written in a slightly different form~ the 

deviation becomes evident: 
E...N '.' . 
-1 .1. 

E2 =K e

l +!!: 
k 

For N < k~ the term in parentheses may be expanded in a 

power series, giving: 

It is immediatelY apparent that for a high accuracy 

system the maximum value of N must be considerably less than ko 

Two obvious conclusions which can be drawn are: 

(4-5) 

(4-6) 

1. The values of the resistance used in a high accuracy 

decoder circuit extend over a very large range; 
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2. The maximum output voltage E2 is very small, 

because of the necessarily large value of ko The 

need for large resistance values also introduces 

considerable difficulty when a fast rise time of 

the output voltage is desired. 

An important feature to note is that the non-linearity 

introduced above is equivalent to saturation effects in other 

types of equipment. The non-linea:ri ty increases .. witli ··the magni-

tude of the input signal, in this case the binary number. Although 

the absolute accuracy obtainable by the decoder circuit is limited 

by this non-linearity, the sensitivity of the conversion is not. 

If N is increased by 1 unit, the output voltage increases by a 

factor equal to the slope of the N versus E2 curve at that ~oint. 

Drift in El and Rolk will only change the proportionality factor and 

hence the slope of the curve relating N and E2; however drift in aqy 

one of the R 's poses an entirely different problem. x 

4.12 An Accuracy Problem Common to Ala Numerical~v
Weighted Conversion Devices 

Suppose that N, the number to be converted" changes from 

the value N = 2° + 21 + 22 + 23 + 24 + 25 = 63 to the value N = 26 = 64. 
. R R R, = RO = ~ decreases to R~ = -2 , the output voltage, 

2> 32 ;J 31 
If then, 

E2 will remain constant as N changes from 63 to 64. In fact" it is 

easilY seen that for drift occurring in several of the R 's, it is x 
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possible for the output voltage to decrease as N increases. If such 

a result occurs, the sensitivity of the decoder is reduced by a factor 

directly proportional to the error in slope at that point; similarly, 

the smaller digits comprising N become meaningless. 

This problem of drift in the individual digit columns 

of the decoder is not restricted to this particular decoding 

scheme, but is common to any of the weighting schemes. A generalized 

relationship may be stated as follows: In any numeric~-weighted 

conversion device, the accuracy of each of the numerical conversion 

channels must be greater than the ~ensitivity desired for the overall 

conversion, regardless of the overall conversion accuracy desired. 

It is this relationship whiQh introduces all the difficult accuracy 

problems into numerically-weighted conversion devices. 

4.13 Possible Ways of Improving This Decoder Circuit 

The problems of non-linearity, large range of resistance 

values, and low output voltage are the three major limitations of 

this decoder circuit. It is possible to improve the linearity by 

building the circuit such that the output is obtained as a flpush-

pull tf output from two decoder networks. The output voltage is 

then given by: 

, N ' k ·[1 .maJC_ 
:k 

(4-7) 
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The degree·. of improvement is apparent when it is 

remembered that k7? N ~ N. The problem of the large range of 
max 

resistance values for the R 's can be overcome by introducing a 
x 

ladder network in place of the single resistance RO. However, 
k 

even with these improvements, the problem is not completely solved 

since the output voltage is still quite low (for a reasonable value 

of EI ) and the linearity problem still remains important as N 
max 

is increased in order to obtain higher decoding accuracies. 

Two alternatives present themselves which might solve 

the problem. First the reason for keeping k large is so that 

the "decoding digits all feed into a small load resistance and hence 

the interaction between these digits is kept to a minimum. This 

is the same as requiring a constant current from each decoder 

digit, the magnitude of this current being proportional to the 

magnitude of that particular decoder digit. Weighted constant 

current sources thus might be used in place of the resistance 

network. An alternative procedure also might solve the problem. 
EN 

In the equation E2=H!k' the variation in the denominator is 

what produces the non-linearity. If a way was available whereb,r 

the denominator could be maintained constant, then a linear decoder 

would result. The following sections analyze and evaluate these 

two alternative ways of producing a linear output voltage o 
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4.2 An Improved Voltage Source Decoding Circuit 

This section demonstrates how the output voltage from a 

set of binar,y-weight~d voltage sources may be maintained linear, 

even when the magnitude of the output voltage approaches the 

magnitude of the input vol~age. 

The formula relating E2 to Ei for the circuit of 

Figure 5 was given above as: E = ElN 
2 N+k 

Rewriting this, we obtain: 

N k 
The values &0 andio are respective~ the reciprocal 

of the equivalent resistance corresponding to the input number and 

the reciprocal of the load or output resi~tance. Since * increases 
o 

as N increases, the denominator in the above expression could 
R 

be maintained constant if ~ (i.e., the load resistance) varied 

directly with N. Figure 6 shows a way in which this result can 

be obtained. The circuit functions in the same way as before 

except that when a particular binar.y digit column is missing from the 

input number,H, the resistance corresponding to this digit column 

is placed in parallel with Rolk. 
In Section 4.1 it was shown that R (the equivalent .. ~ eq 

resistance of the RO' l1.' R2, •••••• Rn network corresponding to 
RO 

N) = T. The minimum value of the network resistance, Rt , 

corresponding to N the largest binar,y number that could be 
max 
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R 
converted, is: R =~ (this is obtained'for all the R IS in 

t 1~~ 'x 

parallel) • Since all of the Rt s are utilized in the circuit, 
x 

those which do not go to make up R must appear in parallel with 
R eq 
~. If this latter resistance is designated Rn', its value may 

be found from the equation: 

1 _ 1 + 1 
-,r:--R lri' 

t eq n 

and therefore, R ' 
n 

RO 
= ~N-----~N • 

max 

The load resistance, RL, across which E2 is obtained, 
R 

will be the parallel combination of rf- and Rn" which gives: 

, N - N 1 _ k + max 
IrL - RO RO 

or, 

The output voltage E2 is then given by: 

RO 

~N 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

(4-11) 

E-~ N -N + k 
E 

- -1 = E... -----."Dl8X_._, . _______ _ 

2-R +R
L 

-1 
eq RO RO 

or, E2 = N + k • (4-12) 
max 

N+r -N+k max 

The formula arrived.at for E2 is linear with respect to 

N, and what is even more important, the ratio of N to k is in no 

way restricted. In fact, it is possible to let k equal zero; under 

such conditions, the maximum value ofE2 (corresponding to N = N ) max 

would be equal to E:i. Theoretically, then, this circuit can yield 
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an output voltage linearly related to the input number N, and whose 

amplitude may approach that of the supply voltage 4 However, as in 

all theoreticallY perfect s,ystems, engineering problems always 

present themselves. The major problem in this decoder is that of 

switching the binary-weighted decoder channels. The following 

section analyzes and evaluat~s one of the many ways in which this 

switching might be accomplished. 

4.21 A PossiQle Voltage Source Switching Circuit 

The switching problem posed by the decoder circuit of 

Figure 6 is rather critical since it requires that the switch 

operate so as to bring the voltage on one end of the decoder 

resistances to either one of two stable voltage positions, with 

current flowing through the decoder resistances in each of these 

two positions. The problem of switching is relatively simple if 

cam- or relay-operated mechanical switches are used, but this of 

necessity yield$ a slow speed device. For high speed switching, 

requiring the use of vacuum tubes, probablY one of the easiest 

ways of producing the requisite switching action is by means of 

clamping circuits. A voltage source switching circuit employing 

clamping diodes is shown in Figure 7. For VI conducting, with 

the I grid-cathode voltage near zero, the plate of V~ is at approxi

mately ground potential, while with VI cut off, its plate potential 

rises to approximately E1 • The switching action would be ideal if 

the c£~ping diodes had infinite back resistance and zero forward 
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resistance and ~heother circuit parameters were adjusted so that 

current would be flowing in a forward direction through either 

one or the other of the diodes regardless of the value of the 

output voltage. It is immediately apparent that the clamping diodes 

and El are the most important elements in the circuit for determining the 

output voltage accuracy_ 

4.22 Analysis of the S!4tching Circuit of Figure 7 

The equivalent circuits corresponding to the two 

operating positions of the switching circuit described above are 

shown in Figure 8. These equivalent circuits and the formulas 

given are readily derived by the use of elementary circuit analysis~ 

The equivalent circuit for VI non-conducting shows that the 

switching circuit reduces to a.voltagesource ~C having a value 

somewhat greater then E1 , the reference voltage, and a resist-

ance, RNC ' having a value somewhat less than Rfe The effect of 

~C not being zero can readily be allowed for by reducing the 

calculated value for Rx by an amount equal to ~C. The fact 

that ENC is greater than Ei is also unimportant, since if the 

value of Ene is the same for all decoder digits, it merelY 

means that the circuit operates with.a slightly larger effective 

reference voltage. Because the voltage -~C minus the drop 

across ~C must always be greater then Ei' the reference voltage, 

in order for the diode clamping action to be effective, it is 

not possible to completely eliminate the effect of fluctuations 
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in ~. However, variations in .E,s will normally be unimportant 

since they will be attenuated'qy 1 + ~ J and this factor should 
:t 

be large. 

The equivalent circuit for Vl conducting shows that 

the switching circuit reduces to a voltage source, EO' having 

a value 'Which must be greater than zero in magnitude, and a 

resistance, ,.:RO' having a value somewhat less than Rf and also 

somewhat less than ~C. The slig~t difference between RO and 

~O is unimportant in a practical circuit, since Rx would 

normally be very much larger than Rr - The voltage EO' however, 

poses a different problem. B.y using methods of superposition, 

it can be shown that the voltage EO produces an output voltage 

at E2 having the opposite polarity to that of the desired output 

and whose magnitude is related to the binary input mumber N by 

the same equation as was derived for Figure 5, with EO replacing 

~ in this equation. If the voltage EO is small enough, then the 

output will be negligibly affected. This same result can be 

achieved by letting k ~ 0; this gives an infinite load resistance. 

A third alternative is to return the grounded side of the lower 

diode in Figure 7 to a potential slightly positive with respect 

to ground and so force E to be zero and still allow forward con-

duction through the diode. 

Further difficulties that are encountered in this 

switching circuit are as follows: 
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Diode forward resistance must be small compared to R. , x 

and stable in value. Diode back resistance is unimpor-

tant so long as it remains large compared to RL-

2. Back voltage across diodes is equal to E:J.' which may be 

relatively large. 

3. The reference source Ei must remain at a constant value, 

even for var.ying magnitudes of currents flowing ~ 

this reference source. 

4. The power dissipation in Rr, can become very large for 

VI conducting. 

5. Vl must be capable of carrying currents in the tens of 

milliamperes in order that the circuit function properly 

and that the rise time of the output voltage be kept 

small. 

6. A "holding" 'or storage device must be used in conjunc-

7. 

tionwith each switching circuit. 

Since each R is different, the design of each switching x 

circuit should be somewhat different, as the operating 

current requirements will differ. This, in turn, makes 

the problem of periodic alignm~nt very difficult, since 

a single checking scheme might not be usable for all 

switching circuits. 

8. Additional difficulty might be introduced by fluctuations 
• 

in either ~ or Ea- However, for RL» R.r' and rp of the 
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same order of magnitude as ~, the effect of these 

fluctuations can be reduced to a relatively insigni-

ficant level. 

Notice that no mention has been made as to the neces-

sity of an extreme resistance range for R if one were to use this 
x 

decoder for ver.y accurate decoding. Suppose one desired to decode 

numbers from 0 to 1,023; i.e., 2n+1 = 1024. The formula associated 
RO 

with Figure 6 requires a decoder resistance range from RO to ~ • 

However, it is possible to circumvent this difficulty by separating 

the decoder output into two sections: these two output sections 

are then reconnected through a resistance attenuation network. 

Such a procedure will reduce the resistance range of 512 which was 

given above to a range of 16. The resistance values in the attenua-

tion network connecting the two halves of the decoder can be adjusted 

to any level, since they turn out to be dependent upon the~arameter 

k (as defined in Figure 6), and this parameter may assume a~ 

reasonable value. 

4.23 Summary of the Method of Using Binary-weighted 
Voltage Sources 

The method which has been described above shows promise 

of being a relatively worthwhile means of accomplishing weighted 

conversion. Several inherent engineering difficulties have been 

presented, such as the possible non-uniformity in the design of 

the switching circuits for the various decoder channels,o Aside 
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from the need for closely regulating the reference, voltage El , the 

greatest problem is associated with the clamping diodes. However, 

for the most part, these engineering difficulties probably can be 

overcome and a successful decoder built. But before aQY such con

clusions are drawn, it would be well to analyze and evaluate the 

alternative method for weighted decoding which was mentioned 

earlier -- that of using binary-weighted constant current elements. 

This procedure is discussed in the following section. 
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4.3 A Bina~-Weighted Decoding Circuit Using Constant 
Current Sources 

This section brie~ considers the ways in which current 

sources can be used in a binary-weighted conversion device, along 

wi th the design of a sui table c'urrent source for solving the prob-

lem. The additional problem of switching these current sources 

and the necessity of incorporating a "holding" or storage device in 

, order to maintain the current sources in either one of their two 

stable positions are also considered. 

As was mentioned in Section 4.,1:, one possible solution 

to the problem of a weighted decoder can be obtained by using 

current sources in place of the weighting resistances appearing in 

Figure 5. One of the major problems in such a scheme lies in the 

need of designing a set of different-valued current sources to pro-

duce the requisite binary weighting. Instead of weighting the decoder 

digits by using differently valued current sources, it is possible 

to do the binar.y weighting b,y means of a resistance ladder network 

to which a set of equal-valued current sources is connected; such a 

scheme is shown in Figure 9. Each current source sees at its output 

terminal an equivalent resistance of J R. The network is so designed 

that the voltage attenuation per section is ~ , this attenuation 

producing the necessary binary weightingo As shown on Figure 9, 

the output voltage is given by: EO = (~ Ii) ¥n , where N is the (4-13) 

binary number input. Linearity of the output voltage is dependent 

both upon the correct values of the resistances in the ladder network 

and upon the constancy and equality of the current sources. 
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It is worthwhile to stuqy the exact effect of the 

resistance ladder network upon the linearity of the output voltage 

EO. The first question which naturally arises is: What is the 

effect of a load resistance placed across the output terminals? This 

qaestion is readily answered when one realizes that the combination 

of ladder network and current sources can be replaced by an equi-

valent voltage source, whose value depends upon the binar,y number 

N, and a series resistance, whose value remains constant at ~ R. 

A constant load resistance placed across the output terminals will 

thus only attenuate the magnitude of the output voltage, but will 

in no way affect the linearity or binar,y weighting of the decoder. 

A second question which one might ask is: What if all 

the resistances in the ladder network are not either R or 2R, but 

some of them differ appreciably from their correct value? The 

answer to this problem lies in the fact that the ladder network 

is linear; if the ladder network does not give the correct binar.y 

weighting, then the current sources may be adjusted so that the 

overall result is a binar,y weighting at the output terminals. The 

only difficulty with such a scheme is that each current source may 

have to be adjusted to a different value, and the normal ease with 

which this decoder circuit can bet·adjusted and checked is lost; 

but more will be said of this later. 

Besides the problems associated with the resistance 

network, several difficulties arise in conjunction with the 

current sources. These must be drift-free, capable of being 

switched on and off, and must be insensitive to voltage changes 
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in the ladder network which are produced by neighboring current 

sources. The problem of a suitable current source is discussed 

in the following section~ 

4.31 Analysis of a Constant-Current Source 

The problem of designing a constant-current source is 

generally that of converting a reference voltage into a current 

which can be maintained to within a speeified accuracy for a 

given range of voltage variation on the output terminal of the 

current source. In order to obtain a better idea of the possible 

magnitude of this voltage variation, it is worthwhile to analyze 

the voltage variations occurring throughout the ladder network. 

Equation 4-13 gives as the maximum output voltage of the ladder 

network: 

___ 2 m Nmax -__ 2 m (2n+1 - 1 4 
E ) - ~ -3 IR (for 2n>~ 1). 

O(max 3 2n 3 2n (4-14) 

If only one digit is in the "on" position, the voltage across the 

ladder network at that current source is ~ IR. Therefore, the 

voltage variation on the outputs of the current sources at the ends 

1 of the ladder network approaches 2' EO(max). By superposition, it 

can be shown that the maximum,voltage at the center of the ladder 
.1.>' 

n network approaches 2IR for 2 »1. Thus, the current sources in 

the ladder network must be able to absorb voltage fluctuations 

var,ying from ~ EO(max) at the ends of the network to a value 

approaching EO(max) at the middle of the network (the total voltage 
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drop across the ladder network varies from 0 to Eo(max) and ~ EO(max) 

in these respective locations). Therefore, for large output voltages, 

the current sources must be designed so as to allow for a voltage 

deviation equal to the maximum output voltage and still maintain a 

constant current. A possible circuit for achieving such a constant 

current is shown in Figure 10. The output circuit has been separated 

from the current regulating part of the circuit by the introduction of 

two vacuum tubes, the gain of these tubes allowing the output current 

to be relatively unaffected by large deviations in output voltage. 

The equivalent circuit corresponding to the cascaded 

cathode-follower of Figure 10 is shown in Figure 11. The derivation 

of the equation for UItt follows directly from elementary circuit 

analysis and this derivation has been outlined on the diagram. The 

resulting equation is: 

I = (4-15) 

This canLbe simplified by letting ~ = 1-12 » 1. 
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We then obtain: 

I = (4-16) 

This e~ation has been written in a form which readily allows an 

evaluation of the effect of the various circuit volt/ages and 

resistances on the output current. The output current is primarily 

determined by the ratio Eg2 ; this requires that these two 

~ 
parameters be maintained at least as accuracte as the desired accuracy 

of the output current .. ' The effect of variations in E is reduced by 
1 2 P 

a factor of(~) so that for l.L = 50, a deviation in E of 250 volts will 
t"" P 

have the same effect on the output current as a 0.1 volt deviation 

in Eg2; a similar relationship holds for rpl. Since the vacuum tubes 

are operating at constant current, the l.L of the tubes is almost 

independent of their plate voltage; variations in l.L are therefore 

reduced to a minimum.25 Also, vacuum tube VI' which must accommodate 

the greatest change in its operating conditions, is located in the 

most insensitive part of the circuit; this allows a relatively large 

variation in the r of this tube without affecting the accuracy of 
p 

the output current. 

Two questions immediately arise concerning this form 

of current source~ 
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1. Why not use a single pentode in place of 

the two triodes; 

2. How does one switch the current source on 

and off? 

The answer to the first question becomes obvious once one con-

siders the operation of a pentode: the pentode, connected as 

a cathode follower, maintains a relatively constant cathode 

current, but the plate current is directly affected by changes 

in the screen-grid current and/or VOltage. Since the output net-

work must be in the plate circuit, satisfactory operation with a 

pentode would require maintaining both the screen and cathode 

currents constant. Also, since triode··- constaht';"current devices 

have a much greater stability with respect to tube drift than 

have pentode constant-current devices, they are almost always 

used where high accur~cy and relative~ dr~free operation is 

desired. 25 , 

Swi tching of the constant current source shown in 

Figure 10 poses somewhat of a problem. As shown in the diagram, 

the switching signal might be applied to the grid of VI. However, 

to reduce the output current to zero, it is necessary to drive the 

grid of VI to a potential more negative than the grid of V2-

Although such a procedure could be adopted, there are 

several disadvantages to it: 
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1. The amplitude of the switching signal must 

be of the order of 100 volts in order to cut 

the current source off. 

2. A relatively large voltage will appear between 

the plate and cathode of VI for the current 

source in the "offn position. 

3. Grid current, of nearly the same magnitude as 

the output current, will be drawn by V
2

; this 

may excessively load the voltage reference source 

and at the same time damage the grid of V20 

By careful selection of cibcuit elements, the above 

difficulties might be reduced to a less significant level; however, 

it is desirable to examine possible ways of circumventing these 

difficulties. The following section discusses a few of the 

methods which might be used. The problem of including a storage 

medium in the circuit in order to maintain the output current is 

also considered. 

4.32 Ways of Improving the Switching of the Cascaded 
Cathode-Follower 

The primar.y difficulty in switching the cascaded cathode-

follower of Figure 10 is that a potential change on the grid of VI 

is accompanied by a potential change on the cathode of VI; thus 

as one attempts to drive the grid beyond cutoff, the cathode voltage 

also decreases; requiring a ver,y large grid swing before the tube 
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current is reduced nearly to zero. The most obvious solution to 

the difficulty is to restrict the change in the cathode voltage 

of VI. Several methods are available for accomplishing this. 

'One possibility is to connect a diode to the cathode of VI' 

this diode being in a non-conducting state when VI is conducting. 

As the grid voltage on VI is decreased, the cathode voltage of 

VI would drop until the diode began to conduct, at which point 

the cathode voltage would stabilize.. A relatively small switch

ing signal could then switch off the current source. Another 

possibility is to use a switching triode in place of the diode. 

The grid voltage on VI would then be maintained constant and 

the grid voltage of the switching tube would be varied in order 

to produce the requisite switching action. 

This latter procedure also suggests a third alternative 

which is shown in Figure 12. Here, a ttpush-pu1l lt output voltage 

is obtained by applying swItching signals of opposite polarity 

to the grids of VI and V
3

, only one of the two tubes conducting 

in either of the two stea~-state positions. One of the greatest 

advantages of this circuit is that the voltage across V2 and ~ 

remains constant except for the ver,y short interval of time when 

the circuit is being switched from one stable position to the 

other. The switching portion of the circuit is separated from 

and at an effectively higher signal level than the current reference 

portion, thus allowing for some deviations in the grid voltages 
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of VI and V3 without destroying the accuracy of the output current. 

The reference source applied to the grid of V2 may be a low power, 

high accuracy source, with the previous problem of current loading 

of this source being eliminated. 

One limitation, however, which occurs in the current 

source of Figure 12 and in all the other methods so far dis

cussed is the need of applying a switching signal to the circuit 

for as long as an output current is desired. This requires that 

some sort of rtholding t1 or storage device must be used in conjunc

tion with ~ current source. The usual way of dOing this 

electronically is by means of a flip-flop such as the one shown 

in Figure 13. This device operates so that it is always in one 

of two stable positions (when it~is not being switched) ,i the 

switching from one position to the other being accomplished by 

means of short pulses applied to the indicated parts of the flip

flop circuit. The action of the flip-flop will not be covered 

here, but may be found in several of the references given in 

the BibliQgrap~ 8, 13, l4~ It is sufficient to note that the 

plate and grid voltage changes of VI and V3 in Figure 12 vary 

in an identical manner with those of the flip-flop circuit of 

Figure ~3. If the requisite feedback is introduced into the cir

cuit of Figure 12 between the plate of one tube and the grid of 

the other, the circuit would function quite well as a flip-flop. 
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However, the interconnection of the output circuit of one tube 

to the grid of the other tube introduces two major problems: 

1. How does one keep voltage variations in the 

ladder network from changing the state of the 

flip-flop; 

2. What is the effect of the loading of the inter

connecting network on the accuracy of the output 

current? 

Both of these problems are important, but the first is 

by far the most critical. As was pointed out in Section 4.31 above, the 

magnitude of the voltage fluctuation on the output of a current 

source can reach a value nearly equal to the magnitude of the maximum 

output voltage obtainable from the decoder. This holding scheme 

would thus be useless if a large output voltage is desired. If, 

however, the push-pull output is unnecessar,y and only a single 

output from each conversion channel is desired, it is possible to 

eliminate the above-mentioned difficulties by the method shown in 

Figure 14. 

parts: 

The circuit of Figure 14 is comprised basically of two 

1. The cathode follower and reference voltage section 

for yielding a constant current; 
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2. The unsymmetrical flip-flop for switching 

the output current non" 'and "off," and for 

remembering and maintaining the last desired 

positioh of the switch. 

The unsymmetrical flip .... nop was so' named 'bec"ause, contrary:; to 

usual flip-flop design, feedback is introduced by means of a 

single plate-grid interconnection network, instead of the usual 

pair of identical networks. The following section discusses in 

some detail the operation of the flip-flop section of this 

current source. 

4.33 Analysis of the Unsymmetrical Flip-Flop Used 
As a Storage Medium 

As has been mentioned previously, flip-flops are 

introduced into the decoder circuit in order to remember and main-

tain the output voltage at the last desired value. Although the 

flip-flops can be kept separate from the constant current sources 

in the decoder, it is possible to combine these two functions to 

some extent, and thus achieve a net reduction in the amount of 

equipment. The constant current source of Figure 14 is an attempt 

to achieve such a result. 

The action of the unsymmetrical flip-flop of Figure 14 

differs in several respects from the action of the usual flip_flop;8,14 

1. Feedback is introduced by means of only one of 

the usual two plate-grid coupling circuits; 
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2. The grid of Vl is maintained at the same value 

E regardless of the "position" of the flip-flop; 
g 

3. As a result of (1) and (2), the cathode voltage 

of Vl and V
2 

must assume either one or the other 

of two static lev~ls depending upon the "position" 

of the flip-flop (the cathode voltage of the 

usual flip-flop circuit has only one static value); 

4~ The grid swing of V3 must be approximately double 

that of the usual flip-flop in order to allow for 

the change in cathode voltage mentioned in (3) 

above. 

4.331 Switching the Current Source nOn" 

The operation of the flip-flop may be analyzed by first 

assuming VI is conducting and V3 is cut off. The grid of VI is 

at the potentialEg, while the cathodes of both VI and V3 are 

slightly positive with respect to EgO In order then for V3 to 

be cut off, its grid voltage must be maintained several volts 

negative with respect to E. Now, consider a negative switching 
g 

pulse applied to the grid of VI. This pulse will make the grid 

of VI negative with respect to E
g

, t~ing to drive VI towards cut-( 

off. At the same time, however, the cathodasof Vl and V3 will 

follow the grid voltage change on VI and will themselves be driven 

negative with respect to E 0 Since the cathode follower is 
g 

attempting to maintain a constant current, the plate voltage of Vl 
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and hence the grid voltage of V
3

, will remain at almost the same 

value as before the switching pulse was applied. As the input 

switching pulse and therefore the cathode voltage becomes more 

negative, a point is reached at which V3 begins to conduct. 

With the in~tiation of conduction in V
3

' the cathode 

voltage for both VI and V3 will start to stabilize, since a further 

decrease in cathode voltage can only attempt to increase the 

current flow into the cathode follower. Therefore, any further 

decrease in the grid voltage of VI will begin to decrease the 

current through ~ and hence increase the plate voltage of VI

B,y means of the coupling network between the plate of VI and the 

grid of V
3

, the grid voltage of,V
3 

also begins to increase. 

Because of this increase in grid voltage, the cathode voltage of 

both tubes now starts to rise, completing the regenerative feedback 

loop. 

For the flip-flop to remain in this new stable condition, 

the cathode voltage, which had been driven negative with respect 

toE by the negative switching pulse, must rise sufficiently above 
g 

Eg to assure that VI will remain nonconducting after the switching, 

pulse is removed. This also requires that the time interval during 

which the grid of VI is driven negative be long enough to allow 

the cathode voltage nearly to complete its positive change. In 

order to switch the flip-flop to its new stable position we see 
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that, because the grid potential of Vl did not change, the 

cathode voltage of both tubes had to assume a new value; and 

because of this change in cathode voltage, the change in grid 

voltage of V3 had to be about twice that of a balanced flip-flop 

circuit. 

4.332 Switching the Current Source "Off" 

The switching action of the circuit of Figure 14 

with V 3 connecting and VI cut off may now be studied. The grid 

of Vl is at the potential Eg' while the cathodes of both VI and 

V3 are maintained far enough above Eg to assure that the grid

cathode voltage of VI is below cutoff. If a positive pulse is 

applied to the grid of VI' the grid-cathode voltage will begin 

to rise towards cutoff. As the amplitude of the pulse increases, 

tube Vl will start to conduct. With the initiation of conduction 

in VI' the plate voltage of VI and hence the grid voltage of 

V3 will start to decrease. Since the voltage gain between the 

grid of VI and the grid of V3 is much greater than unity, and 

since the catho~e follower is maintaining a constant current, this 

decrease in the grid voltage of V3 will be accompanied by a 

decrease in the cathode potential of V
l 

and 1
3

• This cathode 

voltage decrease will only tend to drive Vl further into conduc

tion'. and V 3 towards cutoff. The cathode voltage will continue 

to drop until it reaches a potential which is one or two volts 

positive with respect to the grid voltage on VI' at which value 
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it will tend to stabilize. During this process, the cathode 

voltage has decreased much less rapidly than the grid voltage 

of V
3

• The end result is that V3 will be driven beyond cutoff, 

and VI will be in its fully conducting state. Note that the 

positive switching pulse is assumed to be still on the grid of 

VI' holding the grid voltage of VI and the cathode voltage of 

VI and V3 ~bove their static values. 

Any fUrther increase in the switching pulse will not 

affect the circuit, since it will merely drive V 3 further into 

the cutoff region. A decrease in the switching pulse amplitude 

, will allow the grid and cathode voltages of VI to decrease to their 

static operating values, and the nip-nop will remain in this 

new position. The time interval during which the positive switch

ing pulse is applied is muc~ less critical than for the case of 

the negative switching pulse discussed previ~usly. The reason 

for this is that the cathode voltage of VIand V3 does not have 

to change in order to ;cutoff V
3

, this being aQ,complished by the 

plate-grid coupling circuit between VI and V
3

• 

Although the above a'nalysis has assumed that all switch

ing pulses are applied to the grid of VI' this is not necessar~ 

the only point at which these pulses might be applied. In fact, 

the requirement of having both positive and negative switching 

pulses at the same terminal poses several engineering difficulties. 

It is possible, however, to apply only the negative switching pulses 
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to the grid of VI' and to apply the positive pulses at some other 

part of the circuit. A positive pulse applied to the grid of VI 

could be replaced by a positive pulse applied to the cathodes of 

VI and V
3

' or by a negative pulse applied either to the grid of 

V3 or the plate of VI- The choice of location for the switching 

pulses is primarily dictated by the need of keeping the pulse 

input circuits from interfering with each other and from affect-

ingthe constant output current of the decoder channel. 

4.4 EValuation of Binaty-Weighted Decoding Methods Using 
Voltage or Current Sources 

The reasons for attempting a binary~weighting in 

conversion devices, including the advantages and disadvantages 

such a method present~,have been discussed in preceding sections. 

In this section, awanalysis has been made of two basic methods 

of designing such a binar.y-weighted decoder. The first method 

utilized a set of voltage sources whose internal impedances were 

adjusted so as to give a binary weighting to these sources. 

The second method utilized a set of equal-valued current sources, 

the requisite binary weighting being achieved by connecting these 

current sources into a binary-weighted resistance ladder network. 

As a result of the analysis of these two methods, two discrete 

systems were evolved for achieving the common result of a binary-

weighted decoder. 
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Although either of the two methods discussed in this 

section is satisfactory from a theoretical standpoint, the 

engineering problems involved seem to dictate the choice of 

current sources. There are several reasons for making this 

choice, some of which are the following: 

1. The use of voltage sources requires that diodes 

be used for clamping the reference voltages. It 

was noticed that drift in diode characteristics 

would critically affect the accuracy available. 

2. The reference voltage circuit in the current source 

method is not loaded down by a power drain as it is 

in the voltage source method. 

3. The current sources can all be identical, therefore 

requiring only a single design problem and allowing 

for easier alignment and checking. 

4. The critical parts of the current source circuit 

which determine the accuracy of the output current 

are separated from the switching part of the circuit; 

this is not the case in the voltage source circuit. 

5. The current through the cathode follower of the 

current source circuit (see Figure 13) is maintained 

constant regardless of whether the current source 

is in an "onn or "offlt position. This removes a 

considerable part of the problem of drift in ~, 
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since its power dissipation is maintained constant. 

In the voltage source circuit, the power dissipation 

in the R 's (see Figure 7) varies depending upon 
x 

whether the voltage source is in an "onlt or tloffll 

position. 

It should be noted that the above statements do not give 

conclusive evidence as to the use of current instead of voltage sources 

in a decoder circuit. For e~e, the fact that the current sources 

introduce a storage medium without the use of additional components 

is really no advantage, since qy increasing to three the number of 

triodes associated with a voltage source (the same number as in each 

current source), it too could have a storage medium. However, the 

balance of favorability appears to lie in the use of eurrent sources. 

For this reason, experimental tests were made on a decoder which utilized 

current sources connected to a binar,y-weighted resistance attenuation 

network. These tests and their results are discussed in the next sec-

tion. 
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5- 0 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A BINARY -WEIGHTED CURRENT-SOURCE DECODER 

The preceding sections of this report have discussed the engin

eering problems associated with conversion equipment and have set the 

background for an experimental study of conversion devices- It was poin~ed 

out that the accuracy and conversion time are the basic parameters needed 

'0 describe the internal operation of digital~analog conversion equipment, 

and that these parameters are related to similar characteristics of analog 

devices_ The study of various types of conversion equipment indicated that 

one of the better ways of accomplishing this conversion is by the use of 

parallel-channel, binary-weighted methods. Several ways were then discussed 

as to how this binary weighting might be accomplished, and the conclusion 

was reached that binary-weighted current sources appear to be the most 

satisfactory solution to the problem. A method was then described showing 

how 8 "holding" or storage medium could be incorporated into the current 

source circuit without increasing the total number of vacuum tubese It 

remains for this present section to discuss the experimental study of this 

decoding method, along with the final decoder design and the experimental 

results. 

5.1 Voltage Reference Element and Power Supply for Experimental Decoder 

In all of the decoding schemes s,udied in Section 4, it is necess-

sry to supply each decoder channel with several sources of power. For the 

constant current source decoding scheme of Figure 14, three different supply 

voltages are indicated-- Eg, Eref' and Ek- As was pointed out in the dis

cussion of this circuit, the'most important voltage for determining the 

accuracy of the output current is Erer- However, the other voltages will 
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also affect the circuit and must be controlled to some extent if external 

voltage fluctuations are not to affect the operation of the decoder. The 

design of a power supply regulator which provides the requisite voltages 

and the selection of a suitable voltage reference element are briefly dis-

cussed in this section. 

5.11 Possible Voltage Reference Elements 

In order to obtain a high-accuracy output current from the current 

source of Figure 14, and hence to obtain a high-eccurac.y decoder, it is 

necessary to have a good voltage reference element for supplying Eref• 

Five possible methods for obtaining such e reference voltage are briefly 

discussed below. 

5.111 Standard Cells as Reference Elements 

One of the most accurate voltage reference elements which can be 

obtained is the standard cell. This reference element can be obtained with 

accuracies in the range of 1 part in 10,000 to 1 part in 100,000 but with 

the restriction that no current may be drawn from the cell. Besides this 

current restriction, the output voltage of these cells is only slightly 

greater than 1 volt, so that in order to use them in high-voltage regulators 

they must be used as a part of an electronic voltage regulator. Although 

accuracies of better than 1 part in 1,000 have been obtained in this way,7 

the requirements are rather severe when one desires to regulate voltages 

of greater than 100 or 200 volts. Also, since the standard cell is affected 

by sudden temperature changes and to some extent by jarring, their use is 

somewhat restricted. 
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5.112 Dry Cells (Batteries) as Reference Elements 

A very common form of voltage reference device is the common dr.y 

'cell. Although dry cells are more commonly used for supplying power to 

electronic circuits without too m~ch regard to their voltage regulating 

ability, they are fairly good reference elements if a negligible amount of 

current is drawn from them. The output voltage from one of these cells 

should not drift b.1 more than 0.1 to 0.2 per cent in a mon,hts time if the 

cell has not been subjected to large current drains previous to this time. 

One very useful aspect in connection with these dry cells is the fact that 

they can be obtained wi~h a much greater terminal voltage than the standard 

cells, and hence they are easier to use for regulating large voltages. 

5.113 standard Voltage Regulator (V-R) Tubes 

One of the most generally used voltage sources for vacuum tube 

circuits is the V-R tube. This is a special form of gas discharge tube 

which regulates over an operating current range of from 5 to 30 mao The 

major difficulty with these devices is that they can not be relied upon to 

yield an accuracy of more than about 1 per cent, even with a constant current 

through them. The reason for this is that they have a rather high noise 

level caused by their changing discharge domains during their operation.? 

5.114 The 5651 Voltage-Reference Tube 

A second type of glow-discharge voltage-reference tube is the 

5651. This is a special type of V-R tube designed to reduce the relatively 

high noise level normally associated with this type of tube. Section B of 

the Appendix gives a list of the characteristics for this tube, showing 

that it can be expected to yield an accuraqy of about 001 per cent if the 
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current through the tube is maintained constant. This tube has an operating 

voltage of around 90 volts so that higher reference levels can easily be 

obtained by cascading the tubes. 

5.115 The New Corona Discharge Tubes 

A new vol,age-reference tube has been developed which should 

,prove of great value in the regulation of high-voltage circui~s. A dis

cussion of many of the characteristics of these tubes is given in Reference 

9 in the Bibliography, but it is useful to note the more important charac

teristics at this point. These tubes were especially designed to regulate 

voltages in the 1000 volt range, while the allowable currents which they 

may handle are of the order of 100 ~amps. The regulation of these tubes 

is very good, since in one type a current change from 100 ~amps to 200 ~amps 

produces an outpu, voltage deviation of 0.28 per cent. Tubes have been 

designed for regulating from around 700 volts to over 2000 volts. The 

primary difficulty with these tubes is that their voltage stability is 

very dependent upon the ambient operating temperature, the voltage changing 

by about 0003 per cent for each Centigrade degree change. 

5.12 Power Supply Regulator Design 

The preceding section has discussed several of the various types 

of equipment which may be used to provide a reference voltage in order to 

maintain an accurate decoding device. Of the various methods suggested, 

that consisting of the use of a 5651 voltage regulator tube appears to be 

the most promising, since this device is not too sensitive to temperature 

changes or deterioration, and also has a fairly good accuracy. The rela

tively low current capacity of the tube is unimportant, since in the decoder 
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circuit mentioned in Section 4 it was shown that the high-accuracy voltage 

reference source did not have to allow for current drains. 

The actual regulator which was built to operate in conjunction 

with the decoder circuit of Figure 14 is shown in Figure 30 (Appendix A). 

This regulator provides three regulated voltages, whereas it was mentioned 

in Section 4031 that for accurate current sources, it is only necessary to 

maintain a single high-accuracy reference voltage. There are several reasons 

for regulating the other voltages of the circuit, the primary one being to 

isolate the decoder circuitry from the fluctuations which might appear on 

the power supply lines. Another very important consideration which must 

be met is the need of keeping the voltage on the grid of the triggering 

tube of the flip-flop at a constant value. Any drift of this voltage will 

require an increased magnitude of triggering pulse from one of the two 

input circuits and a decreased magnitude from the other. In fact, if this 

voltage drifted too far from its optimum value, it would force the flip

flop to remain in one of its two stable positions regardless of the input 

pulses to the circuito For this reason, and for the other reason of isola

tion, the regulator was designed so as to isolate the current sources from 

all external circuits except the laboratory -150 and -15 volt supplies and 

the filament supply which is ~erived from the regulated a-c power lineso 

The actual design of the power supply regulator 'is not at all 

unusual except for the possible novelty of cascading two electronic regu

latorsQ This was done in order to allow a separate regulation of all the 

voltages as mentioned previously. A complete description of the power supply 

regulator is unimportant to this study, so only its more important charact

eristics are listed below: 
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1. The power supply regulator uses a 900 volt floating power 

supply from which is derived all of the regulated voltages. 

This supply is capable of furnishing about 200 ma of current 

and has a choke-input type filter. 

2. An OA2 is used as the reference element for. the less critical 

voltages (-370 and -800). (It was found during the course of 

the drift tests that a more accurate reference element should 

have been used in place of the OA2.) 

3. The -800 volts is regulated by means of a 6AS7 which is capable 

of handling around 200 mao Regulation is achieved by means 

of a 3-stage degenerative feedback amplifier having a total 

gain of about 20,000. 

4. The -370 volts, the voltage which adjusts the operating posi-

tion of the flip-flop circuit, is regulated by means of a 

616 regulator tube. This regulator tube derives its input 
\ 

voltage from the regulated output of the 6AS7 circuit and is 

operated by means of a degenerative feedback amplifier having 

a total gain of around 300. The primary reason for intro-

ducing an additional regulator circuit is for ease in adjusting 

the circuit voltages and not for any particular need of an 

increased regulation. 

5. The -550 volts, the high-accuracy voltage to the grid of the 

cathode follower, is obtained by cascading three 5651 voltage-

reference tubes. The supply for these reference tubes is 

obtained from the regulated output of the -370 volts circuit; 
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the requisite series resistance is a precision wire-wound 

resistor so as to reduce to a minimum the effects of varying 

currents on the operation of the voltage-reference tubes. 

6. All three of these supply voltages (-800, -550, and -370) 

were designed to be adjusted so that the optimum operating 

conditions could be achieved for the decoder circuit. 

7. Filament isolation transformers are included in the regulator 

so that the various current source tubes may be operated with 

the d-c level of their filaments within 10 or 20 volts of 

their cathode voltages. 

5.2 Final Binary-Weighted Decoder Design 

With the basic form of the decoder circuit already evaluated in 

Section 4, and a set of regulated voltages available with which to operate 

the circuit, it only remains to decide upon such final details of the decoder 

design as: the tube type to be used, the method of switching, tpe choice of 

resistances for the ladder network, and a few other incidentals. This sec-

tion discusses each of these briefly and arrives at the decoder circuitry 

of Figure 28 in Appendix A as the final design. 

5021 The Choice of Tube;~be for the Decoder 

In the selection of a suitable tube type to be used in the decoder 

circuit of Figure 14, several factors such as the gain, current capacity, 

tube capacitances, and sharpness of cutoff must be considered. The most 

important characteristic, as far as the regulation of the output current is 
"-.. 

concerned, is a high gain. As was shown in Section 4.31, the effect of 

voltage variations in the various parts of the current-source circuit are 
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decreased in proportion to the value of this gain. A desirable character

istic is thus to have as high a gain as possible without sacrificing the 

other requirements. The high plate current requirement is specified in 

order that the time constants a~sociated with the output circuits can be 

kept low (i.e., low values of load resistance) and still obtain a sufficient

ly large magnitude of output voltage. Low tube capacitances and sharp cutoff 

are desirable because of the use of the tubes in a form of flip-flop circuit; 

the speed of switching the flip-flop and the ease with which this switching 

can be accomplished are highly dependent upon these two parameters. 

Two additional quanti.ties which must be considered in the tube 

selection are the voltage drop across the tube and need for stable operating 

characteristics; this latter is an obvious one for any high-accuracy device. 

The ~esirability of long life is one which arises in any equipment design 

and is not novel to this particular circuit. 

It should be obvious that all of these requirements can not be 

obtained at the same time, but that there must be some sacrifice in at 

least some of them if commercially available tubes are to be used. Compro

mising on such things as reliability, constancy of characteristics, and the 

other parameters, the final result was the selection of the 12AT7 tube for 

the decoder circuit. Appendix B contains a complete set of the operating 

characteristics for this tube. 

5.22 Method Adopted for Switching th~ Current Sources 

It was mentioned in Section 4.33 that there are several possible 

points at which switching signals can be injected into the decoder circuit 

of Figure 140 The desirability of keeping these input circuits from 
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interacting with each other suggested their separation. The location of 

these inputs is also dependent upon not allowing them to interfere with 

the accuracy of the output current from the current source. For these 

reasons, it was decided to connect the switching inputs to the grid and 

plate of VI in the circuit of Figure 14; these connections are shown in 

Figure 28 in Appendix B. All input pulses are negative pulses, so that it 

is possible to use crystal diodes in order to keep positive pulses from 

affecting the flip-flop. The input clear channel connecting to the plate 

of the l2AT7 in Figure 28 is made inoperative by the action of the crystal 

CR-l whenever the left hand section of this tube is conducting. 

The input set channel is connected directly to the grid of the 

switching tube of the flip-flop by means of a crystal diode and a capacitor. 

The capacitor is introduced into the circuit in order that the input pulses 

may occur at ground potential, while the grid may have a bias of -370 volts. 

The lower side of Rl7 is returned to ground, whereas it could just as easily 

be returned to a slightly negative potential to insure that small negative 

input pulses would not disturb the operation of the flip-flop. The crystal 

diode, CR-2, fulfills the same purpose as CR-l, that of eliminating positive 

input pulses into the circuit. This is necessary since, as was mentioned 

in conjunction with the discussion of Figure 18, it is otherwise possible 

to switch the flip-flop b.Y applying both positive and negative pulses to 

the same input terminal. 

5023 Choice of Ladder Network and Cathode-Follower Resistors 

The choice of resistors to be used in the cathode-follower and 

ladder network circuits poses somewhat of a problem, since these resistors 
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determine, as vres pointed out in Section 4, the accuracy with which the 

decoder output voltage is established. Actually, the cathode resistor is 

less critical than the ladder network resistors, since the circuitry is 

such that the current and hence the power dissipation of this resistor are 

maintained constant to better thanl/2%. This means that once the circuit 

has been turned on and allowed to warm up, there will be little temperature 

change in this resistor and hence its temperature coefficient need not be 

exceptionally low. Thus the primary requirement on the cathode resistor 

is that it remain drift free; note, however, that it may have a large indue

tance without affecting the operation of the eircuit. 

The resistors used in t~e ladder network pose an entirely different 

problem. Here, a relatively large voltage swing must be aceommodated without 

the resistors changing their values by any significant amount (0.1 per cent 

in the deeoder being eonsidered). As was mentioned in Section 4.31, the 

voltage at the center of a long binary-weighted ladder network can reach 

a value of 1 1/2 times the output voltage from the ladder network. This 

means that the power dissipation in the resistors will vary from zero for 

no output voltage to a relatively large value for full output voltage, and 

thus requires that both the voltage and temperature coefficients of the 

resistors used in the ladder network be as small as possi?le. Also, it is 

desirable, in order to achieve a fast rise time for the output voltage, 

that the inductance of these resistors be kept as small as possible. 

A resistor which has a low inductance and a fairly low temperature 

eoefficient is given in Appendix B. The effect of various values of power 

rating for the ladder network resistors is discussed under the static testing 

of the decoder. 
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5.24 The Checking Circuit 

The desirability of including a simple checking and calibrating 

circuit into the decoder design has also been discussed previously. It 

was indicated that a simple checking circuit would greatly facilitate the 

alignment of the decoder and aid in the maintenance of a high-accuracy 

device. Such a checking circuit is shown in Figure 28 along with the de

coder circuitry. The reference element used is the 5651 voltage-reference 

tube which was discussed above and whose characteristics are included in 

Appendix B. The output of the reference circuit is adjustable over a small 

range and is connected to a terminal. A voltmeter may be connected between 

this terminal and the terminal attached to a standard resistance also incor

porated into the checking circuit. The voltage developed across this standard 

resistance is proportional to the current through it,·' this current coming 

from anyone of the decoder channels. 

The magnitude of the current in each current source is adjustable 

by means of the variable cathode resistance R29 as shown in Figure 28. The 

output current from a~ decoder channel is sent to the checking circuit by 

means of a three-position sn tah., the pos! tions of this switch being the 

following: 

1. The "ON" position is the normal switch position and allows 

the output current of the current source to go directly into 

the appropriate place in the ladder network. 

2. The nOFF" position disconnects the output lead of the current 

source, forcing this current source into the Itclear" position. 

At the same time, if all of the current sources are in the 
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"OFF" position, all of the resistances of the ladder network 

are isolated from each other; this facilitates the checking 

and balancing of these resistances b.1 means of a sensitive 

Wheatstone bridge circuit. 

,3. The "CHECK" position,directs the output current of a particular 

current source into the checking circuit, so that this source 

can be appropriately set in case it has begun to drift. This 

position of the switch also sends a transient pulse to the 

flip-flop, b,1 means of the resistance capacitance network, 

R30 and CIO' thereby forcing the current source into the "set" 

position and henoe 'sending the output current to the cheoking 

circuit. 

5.25 Other Details of the Final Decoder Design 

Besides the various items covered above, certain other details of 

the decoder design are important. Among these are: the inclusion of indi

cator lights; the coupling network from the plate of the switching tube of 

the flip-flop to the grid of the current output tube of the flip-flop; the 

various current and voltage values th~oughout the oircuit. Each of these 

items is discussed briefly below. 

In order to be able to monitor the operation of the current sources 

when making static operating tests, it was felt desirable to include neon 

indicating lights in the flip-flop circuit. Normally, these indicator 

lights would be operated with one of them in parallel with each of the plate 

load resistances of the flip-flop. However, since a high current accuracy 

is desired from one of the plate terminals, it was decided to connect both 
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of the indicating lights to the same plate terminal as shown in Figure 28. 

These indicating lights have a somewhat detrimental effect upon the opera-

tion of the current sources as will be pointed out later. 

The value of the coupling capacitance, 011' was determined experi

mentally, and set at the minimum value required in order to allow the flip-

flop to be switched b.y means of the 0.1 ~sec input pulses. The value of 

47 ~~fd was used since it was a stock capacitanoe value; however, it was 

experimentally determined that Qapacitances of around 25 ~~fd would not 

provide the requisite switching. The time constant for the coupling circuit, 

with values for 011 and the various resistances as given b.r Figure 28, is 

approximately 3.5 ~sec. This rather large value had considerable effect 

upon the speed with which the circuit could be switched, but more will be 

said of this later. R31 and R34 could have been halved in their resistance 

values (and doubled in their power dissipation ratings), but this was not 

felt to be necessar,y since the operating speeds obtained with the circuit 

as it stands were fairly satisfactory. 

The various voltages occurring in the circuit of Figures 14 and 

28 are as follows (nomenclature the same as in Figure 14): 

Output plate current = 10 ma 

Tube 1 conducting; Tube 1 cutoff; 
Tube 3 cutoff Tube 3 conducting 

Egk-1 - 0.27 volts - 17.2 volts 

-2 - 0.37 volts - 0.6 volts 

-3 - 18 volts - 2.6 volts 
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Tube 1 conducting; Tube 1 cutoff; 
Tube 3 cutoff' Tube 3 conducting 

E -1 g -370 volts -370 volts 

-2 -540 volts -540 volts 

-3 -387.7 volts -355.4 volts 

These values of voltage show that the cathode voltage of the 

flip-flop part of the current source circuit changes qy about 17 volts between 

the two stable positions, while the grid voltage of Tube 3 has to change by 

about 32 volts. Reference to Figure 28 in the Appendix would indicate that 

the change in plate voltage of Tube 1 should be around 56 volts for the 

magnitude of load resistance and plate current given. The reduction in 

the expected plate voltage swing of around 8 volts is caused by the loading 

effect of the neon indicator lamps. Note that the voltage to the grid of 

Tube 1 has been adjusted so that both tubes of the flip-flop will be driven 

into the cutoff region b.y approximately the same amount. 

5.3 static Testing of Experimental Decoder 

In order to be able to determine the accuracy with which the 

decoder is able to maintain its output current, several static accuracy 

tests were made by allowing certain parameters in the circuit to vary, and 

also by determining the effect of drift over a long time interval. This 

section discusses the various tests made and evaluates the corresponding 

results. 

5.31 Effect of Power Supply and Filament Voltage Fluctuations 

It was pointed out in Section 4 that one of the reasons for using 

a cascaded cathode-follower circuit as a current source is that such a 

circuit is relatively insensitive to fluctuations in all of the supply 
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voltages except the reference voltage. Figure 11 in this same section 

showed the equivalent circuit for the cascaded cathode-follower and gave 

the equation which relates the output current to the various parameters of 

the circuit. From this diagram and the corresponding equation for the output 

current it can be seen that the larger the magnitude of the reference voltage, 

the larger may be the voltage variations in other parts of the circuit without 

interfering with the accuracy of the output current. For this reason, the 

reference voltage element consisted of three 5651's in series. It also was 

felt that such a series arrangement would yield an overall accuracy which 

would be better than that indicated by the sum of the individual accuracies 

of the three tubes. The reason for this is that the errors in all tubes 

would not be expected to occur simultaneously, but rather in a more or less 

random fashion. This then allows such a circuit to have a percentage accuracy 

which is higher than that indicated b.1 the accuracy of an individual reference 

tube. With three of these tubes in series, the resulting reference voltage 

is around 260 volts, allowing a deviation in the reference circuit of 0.26 

volts for a 0.1 percent accuracy. 

As was mentioned previously, any variations in the -370 volt supply 

do not affect the accuracy of the output current, but rather upset the switoh-

ing action of the flip-flop. The -800 volt supply, however, presents another 

problem. In Figure 11, variations in Ep (effectively the -800 volt supply 

in the actual decoding circuit) a;e divided by approximately the square of 

the gain of the l2AT7 tubes. The characteristics of these tubes are given 

in Appendix B; from these characteristics, the gain of a 12AT7 for a plate 

current of 10 ma is approximately 55. Using this figure, variations in Ep 

are reduced in their effect on the output current by a factor of about 3,000. 
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Theoretically then, Ep could be changed by approximately BOO volts 

before the output current changed by 0.1 percent. Actually, however, varia-

tions in the -BOO volt supply had a considerably greater effect on the output 

current than this figure allows. A rapid glance at Figure 14, which shows 

the current source combined with the fiip-flop action, will explain the 

reason for this. As is shown here, any variations in the value of Ek (the 

-BOO volt supply) are reflected onto the grid of the output~tube of the 

current source. The magnitude of this variation can be obtain~d in terms of 

the resistances in Figure 14, and is: 

In terms of the resistance values given in Figure 2B, which shows the final 

design of this decoder, this relationship becomes: 

(5-2) 

As Figure 11 indicates, changes of the voltage on the grid of 

this output tube are reduced by the gain of the cathode follower tube in 

their effect· on the output current. This means that for an output current 

deviation of 0.1 percent, the voltage on this grid can vary by about 14 

volts, which in tUrn allows a deviation in the -BOO volt supply of about 

21 volts- Experimental tests showed that this was approximately the case, 

and as a result necessitated the rather involved regulator design. In 

connection with one of the drift tests, the effect of changes in this -800 

volt supply will be pointed out. 
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The only other voltages supplied to this decoder circuit are the 

filament voltages and the -150 volt laboratory bench supply. From the way 

in which the -150 volt supply is connected into the circuit, it can be seen 

that it will have the same effect upon the accuracy of the output current 

as did the -800 volt supply discussed in the above paragraphs. As for the 

effect of the filament voltage variations, although such effects were not 

checked directly on this decoder circuit, such effects were checked for a 

type ?F8 twin-triode (which has similar characteristics to the 12AT7) opera

ting as a cascaded cathode-follower. For this tube operating at a plate 

current of 5 ma it was found that the output current deviated qy less than 

0.05 percent for a filament voltage deviation of ±10 percent, this corres

ponding to a line voltage change of about ±10 volts. Although it is to be 

expected that the error in the output current will increase as the magnitude 

of this current is increased, due to forcing the cathodes of the tubes to 

operate nearer their region of temperature-limited current flow, the error 

introduced should not be more than doubled for a plate current of 10 mae 

Since the line voltage supplied to the circuitry was regulated to an accuracy 

of about I percent, no difficulty is expected to have arisen from this source. 

5.32 Effect of Grid Current on Output Current Accuracy 

Although in most circuits, the effects of grid current upon the 

circuit performance can be neglected, in the present circuitry, this is by 

no means true. Consider, for example, a grid current flowing in the cathode

follower triode (V2) of Figure 14 in Section 4~ Since the total current 

through Rk is maintained constant in this circuit, an increase in the grid 

current of V2 will decrease the plate current of this tube by an equal 
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amount, correspondingly decreasing the output current of V3. It is not the 

magnitude of the grid current which is important, but rather the change in 

this current which has the detrimental effect on the output current accuraQY. 

For this reason, it is necessary to keep these current fluctuations to a 

minimum. For an output current of 10 rna, a change in grid current of 10 

~amps will produce a deviation in the output current of 0.1 percent. Of 

course, the easiest way to remedy this situation is to make sure that the 

various tubes in the circuit never operate under conditions where the grid 

current exceeds 10 ~amps. However, such operation on the 12AT7, and on 

similar triodes, requires that the grid-cathode voltage of the triode never 

becomes more positive than about -1 volt. This, in itself, requires that 

the triodes must operate with a fairly large plate voltage drop across them. 

Besides the lower, or cathode-follower triode, the output tube V3 

of the current source must likewise maintain a grid current constancy of at 

least 10 J.Lampso However, when the current source is in the "off" position, 

if tube VI is conducting, a relatively large grid current may be drawn. 

This grid current is actually beneficial to the operation of the circuit, 

since it helps to maintain the tloff" position of the current source more 

stable 0 

5.33 OutPUt Current for Current Source "Off" 

It is possible for the current sources to maintain a small value 

of output current even when the current sources are in the "off" position, 

since it is impossible for the triodes to act as perfect switches. If, 

however, this output current is below 10 J.Lamps, it will not introduce an 

output voltage error of greater than 0.1 percent. The first question which 
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naturally arises is: what would be the difficulty in allowing a relatively_ 

large current flow in the "oft" position? The answer to this question is 

that as far as the output current accuracy is concerned, there would be no 

problem in allowing this to occur, as long as this current is maintained 

accurate to better than 0.1 percent. However, there are other things to 

consider in conjunction with this circuit, such as the effect of plate 

current flow on the operation of the flip-flop. Plate current flow in the 

cutoff tube of a flip-flop is very detrimental to stable operation, since 

slight changes in this current can produce enough of a transient to allow 

the flip-flop to switch to the opposite stable position. 

5.34 Effect of Ladder Network Voltage on Output Current 

As was mentioned in Section 5.31 above, the cascaded cathode

follower circuit allows a relatively large deviation in the output voltage 

without producing a noticeable error in the output current. For the circuitry 

as given in Figure 28, it was stated that a change in the output voltage was 

reduced by a factor of 3,000 in its effect on the reference voltage and hence 

on the output current of the circuit. With the magnitude of reference voltage 

such as it is in this circuit, it was also stated that theoretically a change 

of 800 volts in the output voltage would introduce a 0.1 percent error in 

the output current. In order to check the validity of this, a test was run 

on the decoder shown in Figure 28, with the following results: 

Output Current Deviation vs Decoder Network Voltage 

Decoder Network 
Voltage 

o 
100 
160 
180 
190 
200 

Output Current Deviation 
in percent (%) 

Stage 1 Stage 2 

0 0 
0.01 0.01 
0.02 0.03 
0.03 
0.05 0.05 
0.10 0.09 
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The above table would tend to disprove the previously stated 

result that a deviation of 800 volts could be allowed in the ladder network 

voltage without affecting the accuracy of the output current by more than 

0.1 percent, since the table would indioate that this voltage should be 

nearer to 200 volts. The reason for this is quite simple. As was mentioned 
\ 

in Section 5.32, grid current flow in the various tubes would cause a loss 

of accuracy. This is exactly what occurred in the present situation. As 

the voltage was increased across the ladder network (this was actually accom-

plished by changing the resistance of the ladder network), a corresponding 

decrease in voltage had to occur across the total current source circuitry. 

Most of this voltage change occurs across the output tube of the current 

source; so that with a change of 200 volts on the ladder network, the voltage 

on this tube changed by nearly the same amount. The net result is that as 

the voltage of the ladder network is made larger, the grid-cathode voltage 

of the output tube becomes more and more positive; grid current thus begins 

to flow, reducing the magnitude of the output current. That this actually 

occurred was proven by checking the grid current under these conditions, 

and also by noting that a voltage drop of greater than 200 volts on the 

ladder network began to cause increasingly larger errors in the magnitude 

of the output current. 

5.35 Drif't Tests of Experimental Decoder 

In order to determine the changes which might occur in the output 

current of the current sources, and hence the corresponding changes in the 

output VOltage of the ladder network, several drift tests were made. The 

block diagram of the circuitry used for these drift tests is shown in Figure 
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15. As this circuit shows, the output of the two digit experimental decoder 

is referenced against a voltage reference source. The major part of the 

output voltage of the decoder network is removed in this way and only the 

small changes in this output voltage appear at the output of the resistance 

attenuation network. The main purpose of this network is to introduce a 

simple means of adjusting the scale of the output equipment, so that the 

decimal scale of the recording instrument corresponds to the actual percent. 

age deviation in the output voltage of the decoder. The self-balancing 

galvanometer which is shown in the circuit is merely a fancy d-c amplifier 

where the drift problem has been overcome by means of a comparison circuit 

which includes a sensitive galvanometer. 

The following sections briefly discuss three of the basic drift 

tests which were made on the output voltage of this decoder: 

1. Relative drift between two decoder channels; 

2. Warmup drift of decoder output voltage; 

3. Extended drift test of decoder output voltage. 

5.351 Relative Drift Between Two Decoder Channels 

The most important item in the decoder circuit which determines 

the sensitivity of the conve~sion is the accuracy with which each decoder 

channel's output current can be maintained. For this reason, a test was 

made of the relative drift of the output voltage of the two decoder channelse 

In order to accomplish this, it was necessary to modify the arrangement of 

the equipment such-that it was slightly different from that shown in Figure 

15, the change consisting of replacing the reference voltage source by one 

of the decoder channels. A relative drift test should be almost completely 
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insensitive to voltage variations in the reference voltage since this same 

reference source is common for both decoder channels; therefore, any fluc

tuations external to the decoder circuitry itself and the voltage measuring 

network should 'have no effect on this test. 

The experimental results of this relative drift test for a period 

of 24 hours are shown in Figure 16. As shown on the graph, the total drift 

for this 24 hour period is O.OS peroent. It is felt that this value is 

somewhat on the pessimistic side, since the various components in the circuit 

were not fully aged before the test was carried out. ,However, it is felt 

that the curve of Figure 16 provides surficient information to be able to 

state that the sensitivity of a completeq decoder could be kept to within 

0.1 percent for at least a period of 24 hours- Note that ir' the relative 

drift is only measured over the 16 hour period extending from 6 hours to 

22 hours, the total drift is reduced to about 0.025 percent. 

5.352 WarmuB Drift of Decoder Output Voltage 

Tbe preceding test was able to establish the sensitivity with 

which the experimental decoder circuit would be expected to operate, but 

it did not consider the effect of a change in the absolute magnitude of 

the output voltage. This change in what may be considered the d-a reference 

level of the output voltage is effected primarily by two quantities: the 

change in the various regulated voltages supplied to the current sources, 

and drift occurring in the output circuit ladder network. The drift in the 

ladder network is primarily due to the initial heating of the network resis

tors. As these resistors develop a temperature rise due to the sudden 

application of an output voltage, they will change their resistance values. 
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This change in turn is dependent upon the temperature change in the resistors 

and their corresponding temperature coefficients. 

Figure 17 gives a graph of the warmup drift of the decoder output 

voltage for the 10 minutes interval immediately after the current sources 

are turned on. As shown on the figure, two different resistance networks 

were tested; each of these networks had the same resistance value, but the 

power dissipation ratings were different. This figure indicates that even 

though both of the resistance networks were operating at considerably less 

than their normal rating, the drift in one case exceeded 0.1 percent. In 

order to keep the drift of these resistances below 0.1 percent, it appears 

that they should be operated at considerably below their power dissipation 

rating. 

As shown on Figure 17, three tests were made for each of the 

resistance networks. The importance of these three tests is that they 

show that the output current of the decoder channels each time returned to 

ver.y nearly the same value, even though the circuit remained in the "off" 

position for a considerable length of time between trials. This repeat

ability indicates that the current sources should come to well within 0.1 

percent of the same value on repeated trials. Although several more trials 

should have been taken to confirm this, it is felt that the results shown 

are indicative of what could be expected. 

5.353 Extended Drift Test of Decoder Output Voltage 

In order to determine the long time drift of this decoder circuit 

and hence to obtain an indication of the frequency of calibration and the 

corresponding accuracy expected, information as to the output voltage drift 
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was taken over a period in excess of 7 days. The resulting graph is shown 

on Figure 18, with the output resistance network being the same as the one 

tested in Figure l7-b. As shown by the graph, there is an almost continual 

increase in the errOr over this period of time, the output voltage of the 

decoder actually deoreasing as a function of time. Two rather long periods 

of operation occurred for which the total drift did not exceed 0.1 percent: 

one of these occurred for the 40 hour period extending from 20 to 60 hours; 

the other occurred for the 50 hour period extending from 120 hours to 170 

hours. Two samples of the actual recording obtained for this test are 

shown in Figure 19. The percent deviation and the time scales have been 

superimposed and parts of the tape have been cut away in order tha't', it 

could be shown full scale. The two samples of the chart show two somewhat 

extreme eases of the amount of deviation occurring in the recording other 

than the rather consistent drift mentioned above. 

Although this extended drift test was quite satisfactory, both 

the random noise fluctuations and the rather steady decrease in· the output 

voltage of the decoder were larger than one would expect. The principal 

reason for this total d;ift of 0.4 percent in a period of 180 hours was 

found to be due to a faulty operation of the voltage regulator circuit 

discussed in Section 5.12 above. As has already been mentioned, if the 

-800 volt supply changes by approximately 20 volts, the output current 
\ 

from the decoder channel would change b.1 approximately 0.1 percent. It 

was also mentioned that a change of 10 ~amps in the grid current of the 

output tube of the current source would also change the output current by 

0.1 percent. Both of these events were found to have occurred during the 
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course of this test, the reason apparently being a change in the operating 

characteristics of the OA2 used as a reference element for the -800 and 

-370 supplies. The voltage across this tube apparently decreased, intro-

ducing also a decrease in the-800 and -370 volt outputs. The change in 

the -800 volt supply reflected itself directly onto the grid of the output 

tube, producing a proportional change in this grid voltage and also a corres-

ponding change in the output current. The change in the -370 volt supply 

a1.so affected the circuit, but in a more subtle fashion. The decrease in 

magnitude which occurred in this voltage tended to move the grid of the 

noff" tube of the flip-flop towards the conduction region. From the rather 

erratic behavior of the output voltage during the later stages of the drift 

test, it is felt that this tube actually began to conduct slightly; a plate 

current of 10 ~amps in this tube is sufficient to change the output current 

by approximately 0.1 percent. 

It is felt that the above-mentioned effects account for a large 

part of the total drift observed during the 180 hour period of this test. 

Measurement of the -800 volt supply showed that it had drifted more than 

25 volts during the test. The difficulty could of course be overcome in 

any finished decoder design by using a 5651 in place of the OA2 for refer-

enoe, along with some redesigning of the regulator circuit. It is possible 

that if this had been done, the resulting curve for the extended drift 

test would have shown a total deviation of less than 0.2 percent for the 

total 180 hour period. 
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504 Dynamic Testing of Experimental Decoder 

The preceding sections have discussed the final design of the 

experimental decoder and the associated power supply regulator and voltage 

reference source. Also the various static tests which were made on this 

decoder have been discussed and their results evaluated. However, addition

al tests need to be discussed which indicate the speed of response of the 

decoder and whether any interaction occurs when decoder channels are being 

switched simultaneously. The experimental test setup for these dynamic 

tests was basically that shown in Figure 20, although for certain of the 

-tests minor modifications were made in this setup. The various pieces of 

equipment, other than the decoder panel itself, are self-explanatory. 

All of this additional equipment, except for the Synchroscope which is 

merely an oscilloscope used for measuring high frequency phenomena, is 

briefly described in Reference 15 of the Bibliography. Of the several 

dynamic tests made on the decoder, only the more important ones are dis

cussed in this section. 

5041 Input Switching Pulse'Discrimination 

It was mentioned in Section 4.33 that the flip-flop part of 

this decoder circuit will respond to both positive and negative input 

pulses unless special precautions are taken to prevent such things from 

occurring. Since the desired pulses are both negative and occur over 

separate input circuits, it is necessary to eliminate any positive pulses 

which might appear along these input lines. If this is not done, these 

positive pulses may switch the circuit to the incorrect position; that 

is, a positive pulse on the "set" input would change the flip-flop to the 
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"clear ft position unless special methods are introduced into the circuit 

to eliminate these pulses before they reach the critical parts of the 

flip-flop circuit. For this reason, the crystal diodes have been intro

duced into the input switching circuits shown in Figure 28. 

The effect of the crystal diodes in discriminating between posi

tive and negative input pulses is shown in Figure 21. Figure 21-a shows 

the input pulses which were applied to both the "settl and "clear" input 

channels. Figure 2l-b shows that the positive pulse appearing on the 

nset" input is completely eliminated before it reaches the grid of the 

switching tube, except for the negative overshoot which occurred along 

with this pulse. Figure 2l-c shows the effect of the same pair of input 

pulses applied to the "cleartt input channel. Here the negative input 

pulse has been lengthened and the positive input pulse almost completely 

eliminated. The reason for the lengthening of the input pulse is that the 

flip-flop was actually being driven so as to switch it part way to the 

"clear" position. In order to keep this from occurring and still to allow 

the circuit to be on the verge of switching, the amplitude of the negative 

input pulse shown in Figure 2l-a was considerably reduced. 

With a slightly increased negative input pulse, the flip-flop 

switched to the "clear" position as shown in Figure 2l-d. In this "clear" 

position, a relatively large back voltage appears across the crystal diode 

associated with this input circuit." This back voltage is larger than the 

magnitude of the input pulses, so that neither the positive nor the negative 

nclear" pulses appear on tbe plate of the switching tube. In other words, 

with the flip-flop in the "clear l1 position it is effectively isolated from 

any disturbances which may appear on the input Itclear tl channel. 
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5.42 Single Decoder Channel Response 

It has been shown that by introdllcing crystal diodes into the 

input channel circuitry it is possible to achieve the necessary pulse 

discrimination in order that the current sources will respond correctly 

to input signals. Even with the correct input pulses, however, the current 

sources may fail to respond ·to these pulses, or they may respond but take 

a considerable length of time in producing the correct output voltage 

across the ladder network. Also, the speed at which the current sources 

can be switched has not been evaluated as yet, nor the requisite amplitude 

of the input switching pulses. The following paragraphs discuss several 

of the important characteristics of the response of a single decoder channel 

to the pulses applied to its inputs. 

5.421 Output Circuit Time Constant 

As was pointed out in Sections 2 and 3, one of the most important 

quantities which it is necessary to know in connection with a decoder is 

its speed of response. The easiest way of obtaining this speed of response 

is by determining the time constant for the buildup of the output voltage 

of the decoder; then, by knowing the accuracy desired, the total time 

delay necessary for obtaining this accuracy can be obtained. Figure 22 

shows the output voltage waveform across the.ladder network due to a single 

current source responding to the input pulses shown. The time constant of 

the output circuit of this decoder channel can thus be obtained from Figure 

22-c by remembering that for an R-C circuit a step change applied to the 

input will reach 63.3 percent of completion in a time interval equal to 

one time constant. Applying this to the output waveform of Figure 22-c 
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we obtain a time oonstant of approximately 0.2 microseconds. This value 

of time constant is produoed by the shunt cap~citanoe occurring in the 

output ladder network and the added capacitance of the circuitry used to 

measure this waveform (the Synchroscope and associated connecting wiring). 

Since the resistance presented to anyone of the current sources is 5,000 

ohms, the total distributed shunt capacitance turns out to be about 40 ~~f. 

For an output voltage accuracy of 0.1 percent, it is necessary to allow a 

time delay of 6~9 time constants for the buildup of the output voltage; 

this would indicate that each current souroe is capable of setting up the 

required output in a total time interval of less than 1.5 microseconds. 

5.422 Current Source Waveforms and Time Delays 

The preceding paragraph has arrived at the result that the output 

voltage of the decoder circuit can attain the desired accuracy of 0.1 

percent in a time interval of 1.5 mioroseconds. This is certainly true, 

if the operation of the flip-flop part of the circuit is such that the 

magnitude of the output curr!~ reaches an accuracy of 0.1 percent in a 

somewhat shorter interval of time. In order to determine if this occurred, 

several tests were made of the variations in the cathode and plate circuit 

waveforms of the flip-flop; the results of some of these tests are shown 

in Figure 230 All of the waveforms shown were photographed with the flip

flop' circuit on the verge of changing from one stable position to the other 

in order to see at what points on the various waveforms the transition from 

one stable position to the other occurred. 
~ 

Figure 23-a shows the cathode voltage waveform of the flip-flop. 

The initial negative dip of this voltage was discussed in Section 4.33 and 
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need not be repeated here. The figure shows that the transition point for 

the flip-flop changing from one state to the other occurs for a cathode 

voltage about 6 volts above its previous level; the time taken for the 

cathode voltage to reach this point oan also be determined from the figure. 

Figure 23-b shows this oathode voltage at a much hlgher repetition rate 

and with a very noticeable decay associated with the more positive sections 
;;' 

of the cathode voltage which correspond to the "set tl position of the current 

source. This decay of tpe cathode voltage must also introduce a change in 

the magnitude of the output current; however, since the magnitude of the 

decay is about 5 volts, the output current ohanges only b.y about 0.04 per-

cent. The reason for this decay in the cathode voltage is due to the 

charging of the coupling oapacitor of the flip-flop (C1 of Figure 14, Cll 

of Figure 28). If this coupling capacitor had been adjusted correctly, 

the voltage changes applied to the grid of the output tube would have 

divided correctly between this coupling capacitance and the shunt capaci-

tance associated with the tube, and hence the cathode voltage would not 

have shown this decay. 

Figures 23-c and 23-d show the plate waveform for the switching 

tube of the flip-flop circuit. The most obvious defect in these waveforms 

is the failure of the more positive part of the waveform to remain constant. 

The decrease of about 5 volts in this waveform can be explained, however, 

by the loading effect of the neon indicator lights which occur in the 

current source circuitry (see Figure 28). The delay in this decrease of 

the plate voltage is produced by the neon indicator lamps requiring a 

relatively long.ionization time compared to the switching time of the 
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flip-flop circuit; as indicated by the waveforms, this time lies somewhere 

between 5 and 10 microseconds. The effect of this 5 volt decrease is to 

introduce a change in the output current of the decoder channel of about 

0.025 percent. 

5.423 Maximum Repetition Frequencies for Switching Current 
Source 

The tests so far discussed have considered the effects of the 

various parts of the flip-flop circuitry on the accuracy and speed of 

response of the output voltage of the decoder circuit, but as yet no dis-

cussion has been given of the maximum speed with which the current sources 

can repe,atedly be "set tl and "cleared". Tests were made to determine what 

this maximum speed might be and it was found that the current sources 

could be operated at a 400 kilocycle rate; this allows 2.5 microseconds 

to tI cleart! the current source and then to "set" it and obtain the correct 

magnitude of output voltage. Although this high rate was obtained, it 

was found that the input pulses to the current source had to have a very 

large value in order to obtain the requisite switching, the pulses being 

some 60 to 70 volts in magnitude. As was mentioned in Section 4.33, one 

of the reasons for needing large amplitude pulses is so that the requisite 

pulse width may be obtained for switching the flip-flop- Since the pulses 

used were 0.1 microsecond pulses, it was very difficult to obtain good 

switching at the higher switching frequencies. However, for the lower 

switching frequencies of around 100 kilocycles, pulse amplitudes of'about 

30 volts were sufficient. 
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5.43 Interaction Test§ of' Two Current-Source Decoder Channels 

The dynamic tests . which have been discussed up to this point have 

been concerned with the opera~ion of' a single decoder channel, and have not 

considered the possible effect which separate decoder channels may have 

upon each other. There is a possibility of interaction since the outputs 

of the separate decoder channels are all interconnected by means of the 

output ladder network. Therefore, te$ts were made to see if the buildup 

of an output voltage produced by one current source would interfere with 

the switching operation of 8 second current source. A few of the results 

of this testing are shown in Figure 24. The three photographs presented 

indicate that regardless of, whether the separate decoder channels are 

"cleared" and/or "set" at the same time or individually, there is no apparent 

interaction. 

5.5 Summary and Conclusions of Decoder Testing 

Section 5 has presented the final design of the experimental 

decoder and the assoQiated vol,tage regulation and reference source equip

ment. Several tests which were performed on this experimental decoder 

were discussed and the results evaluated. From these tests it appears 

that the speed of the decoder is 'sufficient such that it may be operated 

at repetition frequencies exceeding 100 kilocycles. However, in order to 

use smaller amplitude switching pulses, it would be desirable to use wider 

pulses than the 0.1 micrOsecond ones which were available. The output 

voltage of the decoder was found, to come to within 0.1 percent of its 

final value in less than 1.5 ~ic~oseconds, so that paralleling of a large 

number of current sources spould not introduce an excessive operating time. 
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Drift and accuracy tests were also made in order to determine 

what accuracy might be expected from such a device. These tests indicated 

that 8;,10 binary digit decoder (static conversion accuracy or 0.1 percent) 

could be expected to maintain the desired sensitivity and accuracy over 

several days without the need of calibration during this time. The simple 

calibrating circuit which was included in the decoder proved to be invalu

able in making initial alignments and these subsequent calibrations. With 

the decoding circuit tested, it was found that output voltages of 100 volts 

could be obtained with little difficulty, this voltage being more than 

sufficient to operate the usual types of output equipment. 

As a result of the testing carried out on this decoder, several 

modifications or changes have suggested themselves. One of these was 

mentioned in conjunction with the power supply regulator. Drift which 

occurred in this regulator is believed to have greatly affected the results 

of some of the static drift tests which were taken. The primary cause of 

this drift was traced to the OA2 voltage regulator ;ube producing changes 

in the -8QO and -370 volt supply circuits. It is felt that a different 

voltage regulator circuit should be used with a 5651 voltage-reference 

tube used in place of the OA2. 

Several other changes have been suggested b.1 the various tests. 

It was suggested that the neon indicator lamps should be eliminated if 

possible since they add to the complexity of the circuit and also affect 

the switching operation and accuracy of the circuit. The resistance coup

ling circuit connecting the plate of the switching tube of the flip-flop 

to the grid of the output tube of the flip-flop should be decreased in 
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value so that a smaller time constant for the ooupling oapaoitor oan be 

obtained. This capacitor, in turn, should be more closely adjusted ~o 

its optimum value than was done. F:1.nall)', in order to more olosely matoh 

the several ourrent souroes whioh would be used in a high aocuraoy deooder, 

1 percent resistors should be used throughout instead of the 5 peroent ones 

used in the experimental decoder. 
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6. a ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS IN TEE USE OF BINARY -WEIGHTED DECODERS 

The preceding section discussed the final design and testing of 

a binary-weighted decoder. The resuits obtained would indicate that this 

method of decoding can be used in systems which require both a fast opera

ting speed (short conversion time) and a high degree of accuracy (large 

binary number capacity). However, certain engineering problems associated 

with the system·use of these decoders as yet have not been considered. 

An important use of binar.y-weighted decoders occurs in one of 

the encoding schemes discussed in Section 3; associated with this use are 

several additional circuitry problems besides those mentioned in Sections 

4 and 5. Also in many applications it is not possible to place the decoder 

equipment and the device which.utilizes the decoder output voltage in the 

same location; the problem of accurately and rapidly transmitting the 

.decoder output voltage becomes very important in this case. 

The following sections briefly discuss the above two situations 

along with some of the possible solutions. Following this, a general 

summary is included which briefly reviews the principal results of this 

report. Finally, several suggestions are made for possible further study 

in the field of digital-analog conversion equipment. 

6.1 Use of a Binarv-Weighted Decoder for Encoding 
; 

In Section 3.1 of this report, several methods were discussed 

for converting from analog quantities to digital representations of these 

quantities. One of the most favorable of these methods consists in using 

a binary-weighted decoder in a type of step-comparison conversion device. 

In this device a serial comparison is made between an internally generated 
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voltage, which is proportional to each binary digit, and the analog input 

voltage. Since one of the most critical parts of such an encoding device 

is a binary-weighted decoder, it is worthwhile to consider what additional 

problems would be encountered in such a system. 

Figure 25 gives a block diagram of a possible form of such a: step

comparison conversion device. This diagram shows that an encoder of this 

type consists of three main parts: 

1. The d-c generator which develops a comparison voltage propor

tional to the binary number presented to it. 

2. The amplitude comparator which compares the magnitude of the 

internally generated voltage against the analog input voltage. 

3. The pulse distributor which oontrols the operation of the 

d-o generator and establishes the correct binary number 

output. 

The d-o generator and the assooiated flip-flops for storing digital informa

tion have already been thoroughly discussed in Seotions 4 and 5. The 

operation and the as~ooiated problems of the amplitude comparator and the 

pulse distributor are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs. 

6.11 .The Pulse Distributor 

It was mentioned in Seotion 3.12 that the step-comparison conver

sion method: must make a series of comparisons between the internally gen

erated voltage and the analog input voltage, the number of comparisons 

equaling the number of digits corresponding to the binary number capacity 

of the conversion device. Since these comparisons may not be carried out 

simultaneously, it is necessa~ to progress serially from the largest 
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binary digit down through the smallest; it is this job which the pulse 

distributor must ,fulfill. The operation of the pulse distributor may thus 

be summarized as follows: 

1. Upon the receipt of some form of information which tells 

it to carry out a conversion, the pulse distributor must 

first clear all of the flip-flops associated with the d-c 

generator; that is, the decoder section of this conversion 

device must be cleared. 
£" 

20 The pulse distributor then sends a broad pulse or gate to 

the two gate tubes associated with the largest binary digit 

of the conversion device (this is the 161 s digit in Figure 

25); this pulse opens both of the corresponding gate tubes 

so that they will pass any information (pulses) which is 

being carried by the f1addf1 or "subtract" lines. 

3. Immediately following the initiation of this broad pulse, 

and the corresponding opening of the gate tubes, the pulse 

distributor sends out a single pulse over the "add" line; , 

this pulse sets the flip-flop corresponding to the largest 

binary digit of the conversion device. 

4. The pulse distributor then waits to see if a "subtract" 

pulse will be sent out by the amplitude comparator; this 

subtract pulse resets the flip-flop if the internally gen-

erated voltage is greater in magnitude than the analog input 

voltage. 
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5. After waiting a sufficient length of time to insure the 

receipt of a "subtract" pulse, if one is to be sent, the 

pulse distributor moves on to the next lower-valued binary 

digit and repeats steps 2 through 4; this process is contin

ued until each binary digit has been compared against the 

analog input voltage. 

6. Following the last comparison, the pulse distributor ceases 

operation, at the same time leaving the digital representa

tion of the analog input voltage set in the various decoder 

flip-flops; other circuitry would then remove this number 

and use it in the desired fashion. 

The above description should indicate that the pulse distributor 

is really a very simple device consisting primarily of a counter and a few 

delay circuits. Its operation is not at all critical except for the neces

Sity of allowing sufficient time for the return of a "subtract" pulse, 

following each "addu pulse. However, as was pointed out in Section 3.3, 

this time interval should be kept as short as possible in order to achieve 

a high conversion speed and hence more easily match the conversion device 

to the external system. The factors which determine this minimum time 

between comparisons are: the time for the decoder to set up the comparison 

voltage and the time it takes for the amplitude comparator to complete a 

comparison and send out the "subtracttt pulse. An idea of what this minimum 

time is may be obtained by remembering that the experimental decoder dis

cussed in Section 5 was able to set up an output voltage to an accuracy of 

about 0.1 percent in less than 1.5 ~seco Allowing for an additional 1 ~sec 
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for the amplitude comparator to complete its comparison, the minimum time 

delay between comparisons is thus around 2.5 ~sec. This time for a single 

comparison, along with a conversion accuracy of 0.1 percent (i.e., 10 binary 

digits), will give a total conversion time of approximately 25 f.l.sec. The 

pulse repetition frequencies for the pulse distributor and the decoder 

flip-flops are also determined by these values; the pulse distributor must 

operate at a maximum frequency of 400 Kops, while the various decoder flip

flops are "set" at a maximum frequency of 40 Kcps. 

The results obtained above for the various operating frequencies 

indicate that the pulse distributor is not a critical part of the conversion 

device since its operating speed is ~irnited by components external to itself. 

Also, the pulse distributor does not have to meet the rather rigid accuracy 

·requirements which are placed on the operation of the d-c generator and the 

amplitude comparator. The design of the pulse distributor for this type of 

conversion device should therefore pose no difficult problems. 

6.12 The Amplitude Comparator 

Outside of the d-c generator, the amplitude comparator is the 

most critical part of the encoding system shown in Figure 25. It is the 

job of this device to detect any small differences between the two voltages 

applied to it. Furthermore, it must be able to determine which of the two 

voltages is the larger so that it only generates an output signal for the 

correct input conditions. In high sensitivity systems the operating con

ditions for the comparator become rather severe. For example, if the d-c 

generator can set up 1,024 different voltage levels (this corresponds to 

10 binary digits), the comparator must be sensitive enough so that it can 
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detect a difference corresponding to a single decoder increment between 

the analog input voltage and the internally generated comparison voltage. 

The amplitude comparator must also be able to maintain this same sensitiv

ity regardless of whether it is working at the 1st or the I,OOlst increment 

level. Therefore, a relatively large voltage magnitude for each increment 

will simplify the comparison for any single input voltage level; however, 

it will also require a comparator which is capable of handling input signals 

that change 'over more than 1,000 of these large-valued increments. 

Although amplitude comparison schemes are quite common (the 

literature contains several such circuits with comparison sensitivities 

of better than 0.1 volt2,3,7,25), the operation required in the step-com

parison method is more severe than that which is normally encountered. 

Usually the amplitude comparators are operated in conjunction with an 

internal voltage generator which yields a uniformly changing comparison 

voltage. The step-comparison method, on the other hand, introduces sudden 

large changes in thi~ comp~rison voltage. This in turn places the addi

tional burden on the comparator of rejecting these large jumps; at the 

same time, it must be able to respond to a change in the internally gener

ated voltage of only a single increment. Such factors would have to be 

studied before one could obtain a satisfactory step-comparison conversion 

device. 

6.13 Multiple Input Channels 

It was mentioned in Section 2 that the amount of equipment which 

one must use in making a conversion is very important. It was also sugges

ted that it is sometimes possible to use a centralized piece of conversion 
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equipment in connection with several input channels. The conversion method 

of Figure 25 lends itself rather well to such a scheme. If multiple inputs 

are to be used with this device, a separate amplitude comparator may be 

supplied to each of these inputs, the output of the d-c generator connec

ting directly to each of the comparators. The selection of the desired 

input channel and the exclusion of all others during a particular conversion 

is readily obtained by gating the outPUt signals from the comparators. If 

only the desired "subtract" signal is allowed to reach the decoder section 

of the conversion device, the conversion will be carried out to correspond 

to the commands from only this particular comparator. One advantage of 

this type of input channel selection is immediately obvious -- only error 

signals are switched or gated. 

A possible difficulty which might occur when one uses multiple 

input channels, is the problem of rapidly and accurately transmitting the 

output voltage of the d-c generator to all the amplitude comparators. The 

following section discusses several of the ways in which such a voltage 

transmission can be carried out. 

6.2 Transmission of the Decoder Output Voltage 

In several of the systems which require the use of a digital-to

analog decoder, the output voltage of this decoder must be transmitted to 

some remote location. An example of such a required transmission was 

presented in Section 6.1 in conjunction with the use of multiple input 

channels to a conversion device. In fact it may be stated that, in any 

system requiring the multiple reception of the output voltage of a decoder, 

a transmission problem will occur. 
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In order to transmit a signal from one location to another it is 

necessary to have some form of transmission line. The form which this 

transmission line will take depends to a great extent upon the desired 

accuracy and the time allowed for the transmission. If the transmission 

is to take place over fairly long distances, stray pickup becomes a difficult 

problem; as a result, it is usually necessary to shield the information car

rying part of the line from such pickup. However, the very act of shielding 

will have an adverse effect upon the time it takes to establish the voltage 

level at the receiving end of the transmission line. 

The major problem in using transmission lines to carry the output 

voltage of a decoder circuit is that useful sizes of transmission lines have 

characteristic impedances of around 100 to 300 ohms. In order to keep from 

having reflections along the line, and hence to be able to set up an accur

ate voltage at the far end of the transmission line in as short a time as 

possible, it is necessary that the line be terminated in a resistance having 

a value equal to this characteristic impedance. If a decoder is connected 

directly to this transmission line, it must develop its output voltage 

across a relatively small resistance; this in turn will result in a rela

tively small output voltage. It is possible, however, to remedy this 

situation by the use of d-c amplifiers or cathode-followers. The following 

paragraphs discuss three possible ways in which this high-speed transmission 

can be carried out. 

6.21 Use of D-C Amplifiers at the Output of the Transmission Line 

The primary objection presented above was that the characteristic 

impedance of the transmission lines is so low that a sufficiently large 
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output voltage can not be obtained unless a large time delay is allowed 

for charging the transmission line. One of the most direct ways of over

coming this problem is to connect the output of the decoder directly to 

the transmission line; at the receiving end of the transmission line, one 

then installs a d-c amplifier which amplifies the resulting small voltage 

until it reaches a usable level. The main difficulty in such a transmission 

scheme is in maintaining the amplifier at the receiving end of the trans

mission line linear and free from drift. Special precautions also might 

have to be taken in order to keep the transmission line from picking up 

small noise signals. 

As an example of the difficulties which may be encountered, it 

might be helpful to consider how one would use this scheme to transmit the 

output voltage of the decoder discussed in Section 5. It was pointed out 

in that section that the output voltage of such a decoder could achieve 

an accuracy of 0.1 percent in 1.5 ~sec, at the same time reaching a peak 

amplitude of about 100 volts. For this decoder connected directly to a 

transmission line terminated in its characteristic impedance of about 200 

ohms, the same accuracy could be achieved but at a much reduced output 

voltage amplitude (see Section 4.3). The decoder discussed in Section 5, 

for the specified tube currents of 10 ma, would thus yield a peak magnitude 

of output voltage of about 4 volts. The d-c amplifier at the receiving 

end of the transmission line must then be able to amplify this 4 volt 

input to the original level of 100 volts without introducing any appre

ciable error. It is also readily seen that the noise pickup along the 

transmission line must be kept below 4 mv if for an accuracy of 0.1 per

cent the small decoder digits are to be significant. 
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These problems of the noise pickup by the transmission line and 

the linearity of the d-c amplifier are the important determining factors 

in using this scheme. The noise pickup is actually the more serious prob

lem, since it affects both the sensitivity and accuracy of the decoder 

output voltage; whereas, any non-linearity in the d-c amplifier introduces 

a decrease in accuracy but does not affect the sensitivity. If this de

creased accuracy can be tolerated, the amplifier design is not critical. 

6.22 Use of Cathode-Followers at the Output of the Decoder 

The transmission system discussed above considered the use of 

d-c amplifiers at the receiving end of the transmission line to increase 

the output voltage to a higher and more usable level. However, one of the 

primary difficulties of the scheme is the noise pickup along the trans

mission line due to the low signal voltage level. Instead of using the 

amplifier at the receiving end of the transmission line, it is possible to 

feed the output voltage of the decoder directly to the grid of a cathode

follower; the output of the cathode-follower in turn feeds the transmission 

line. In this case, the output voltage of the decoder is not reduced in 

magnitude since it is not loaded down by the transmission line. Thus for 

a decoder output voltage of 100 volts, the cathode-follower circuit will 

give very nearly 100 volts at the ~eceiving end of the transmission line. 

If the transmission line is terminated ina resistance equal to 

its characteristic impedance, the cathode-follower must provide a very 

large charging current so that the line voltage will reach its peak value 

in a short interval of time. For the transmission line considered above, 

which had a characteristic impedance of 200 ohms, the cathode-follower must 
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be able to supply a maximum current of at least 500 rna in order to produce 

a peak output voltage of 100 volts. With a peak voltage of 100 volts, and 

a decoder accuracy of 0.1 percent, the noise level may now approach 100 mv; 

this is an improvement by a factor of about 25 over the d-c amplifier trans

mission scheme. 

The linearity problems associated with the amplifier discussed 

in the previous example are also important for the cathode-follower. Al

though the operation of the cathode-follower is such that the drift problem 

is considerably reduced, with an input voltage swing of around 100 volts 

the linearity problem for the cathode-follower might prove to be every 

bit as important as for the d-c amplifier. 

6.23 Use of a Three-Conductor Transmission Line 

The cathode-follower was introduced into the output circuit of 

the decoder in order to charge the transmission line in a minimum amount 

of time and still allow a large value of output voltage. It was found, 

however, that the cathode-follower may also introduce non-linearity into 

the transmitted voltage, thus decreasing the accuracy of the output voltage 

to a value which may be considerably less than the sensitivity with which 

this voltage can be set up. In order to improve this accuracy, it would 

be helpful if the line-charging operat~on of the cathode-follower could be 

separated from the signal carrying part of the transmission line. A possible 

method for accomplishing this is shown in Figure 26. In this figure a 

three-conductor transmission line is used for carrying the output voltage 

of the decoder to the remote locations: the inner conductor of this line 

carries the output voltage of the decoder, while the output of the cathode-
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follower is connected to the middle conductor. The cathode-follower is 

thus used only to charge the transmission line. As a result, any drift 

in the cathode-follower and its associated circuitry will merely change 

the time it takes for the output voltage to reach its final accuracy; 

this drift will not interfere with the accuracy or precision of the output 

voltage. 

Appendix C of this report derives the relationships which hold 

for the buildup of the output voltage of the transmission line; the approx

imations used in arriving at the equivalent circuits shown in Figure 26-b 

are also discussed in this appendix. The derivation shows that, if Rg 

has a value of zero, the cathode-follower has the effect of reducing the 

time constant of the circuit presented to Es by the factor: 

~R 
A = 1 + ~ (6-1) 

rp 

where Req is the parallel combination of Rk and rp. The time it takes 

for the output voltage to reach the desired accuracy is thus directly 

dependent upon the value of ~ for the cathode-follower. In this respect, 

the cathode-follower may actually be driven by an amplifier, the gain of 

this amplifier corresponding to ~ in equation 6-1. ~ith a sufficiently 

large gain, and also a large current-handling capacity for the cathode-

follower circuit, it is possible to set up the output voltage of the trans-

mission line in a relatively short time. 

One additional parameter which should be considered in connection 

with the cathode-follower is the effect of Rg upon the operation of the 
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circuit. Appendix C shows that the inclusion of this resistance can ac

tually help to decrease the total time it takes for the output voltage to 

reach a given accuracy. The results given in the appendix point out, 

however, that for Rg to be beneficial, it is necessary that A have a value 

which is greater than the reciprocal of the desired per unit accuracy of 

the output voltage. In other words, for an output voltage accuracy of 

0.1 percent, the value of A must exceed 1,000. For high-accuracy systems 

then, Rg will normally have a detrimental effect due to the failure of A 

to attain this requisite large value. 

6.24 Conclusions Regarding the Various Transmission Schemes 

The preceding paragraphs have presented three possible methods 

for the transmission of the output voltage of a decoder. All of the methods 

were introduced, first of all, in order to produce a usable magnj_tude of 

output voltage at the receiving end of a transmission line. It was shown 

that one way of obtaining this output voltage is by using a d-c amplifier 

at the receiving end which increases the voltage level above that supplied 

mJ the decoder and transmission line combination. However, such a scheme 

is highly susceptible to noise pickup by the transmission line, whereas 

the accuracy is affected by any drift or non-linearity in the amplifier. 

In order to decrease the effect of noise pickup, a transmission 

method was suggested which uses a cathode-follower at the sending end of 

the transmission line instead of a d-c amplifier at the receiving end. 

This method can considerably reduce the problem of noise pickup by the 

transmission line, but at the sacrifice of a considerable waste of power. 

It was pointed out, however, that the cathode-follower does not completely 

remove the problem of non-linearity and drift. 
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In order to keep the accuracy of the output voltage from the 

transmission line equal to the accuracy at the output of the decoder, a 

third transmission scheme was suggested which uses a three-conductor trans

mission line. In this method, both the noise and the accuracy problems 

have been greatly improved upon, but at the expense of requiring a special 

and more complicated form of transmission line. 

The choice of any of these transmission schemes will depend upon 

the accuracy and speed of response which are desired at the receiving end 

of the transmission line. With each improvement, each of the methods also 

introduces a further complexity in equipment. In many applications this 

increased complexity might completely offset the particular advantages 

which that method offers over the others. 

6.3 General SummarY 

This thesis report has included both a general and a specific 

discussion of the problems associated with the field of digital-analog 

conversion equipment. In order to demonstrate how such conversion equip

ment might be used, and for what reasons, three examples of its use were 

given. These examples included digital computer control systems, tele

metering and servomechanism control systems, and information storage. 

A study was then made of the important engineering requirements 

of digital-analog conversion equipment. The requirements specifically 

studied were: 

1. The general applicability of the input to or output from 

the conversion device; 

2. The accuracy of the conversion; 
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3. The sensitivity of the conversion; 

4. The freedom from drift of the conversion device; 

,. The time taken for a single conversion; 

6. The amount of equipment necessary for single and multiple 

conversion channels. 

In the discussion of these engineering requirements, examples 

were given of what had been achieved by previous conversion systems. Two 

tables were also given which gave a comparison of the various decoding 

and encoding schemes, along with a comparison of their abilities and limi

tations. 

It was then pointed out that the number of quantizing levels 

and the conversion time would completely specify the internal operation 

of digital-analog conversion devices. In this respect, the problem of 

conversion was shown to be one of comparison or matching of the input 

and output signals. Three fundamental ways of carrying out this comparison 

or matching process were given: 

1. Serial matching of each quantizing increment; 

2. Serial matching of each binary digit; 

3. Parallel matching of all digits (simultaneous comparison). 

These three types of matching process were shown to be similar 

to the three ways in which digital information may'be transmitted: 

1. Transmission in series of all the increments which correspond 

to the present value of the signal; 

2. Transmission in series of each binar,y digit which corresponds 

to the present value of the signal; 
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3. Transmission in parallel of all the digital information 

corresponding to the present value of the signal. 

The characteristics of digital-analog conversion devices were 

then compared to those of analog systems, where quantization error is 

similar to noise and oonversion time may be oompared to the bandwidth of 

an analog system. In order to matoh the digital-analog conversion device 

to the external system, it was pointed out that knowledge must be had of 

the characteristics of the input signal to the conversion device and also 

the characteristics of the system following the conversion device. Two 

examples were given whioh indicated the extremes which the oonversion 

device might take. In oonneotion with one of these examples, the benefit 

of clamping the input signal to the conve~sion devioe was also demonstrated. 

This analysis of digital-analog oonversion devices indicated that 

binary-weighting schemes are one of the better methods for accomplishing 

both decoding and encoding. Since the binary-weighted decoder occurs as 

one of the most critical parts of a step-comparison type of encoder, a study 

of this type of decoder would also encounter a large number of the problems 

associated with binary-weighted encoders. As a result, an analysis was made 

of two types of binary-weighted deooding: 

1. The use of binary-weighted voltage sources; 

2. The use of equal-valued current sources connected to a binary

weighted ladder network. 

study of these two methods indicated that the current source 

method is superior to the voltage source method. Further study of the 

current source method showed that it would be possible to include a "holdingft 
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or storage medium with each current source without increasing the number 

of vacuum tubes needed in such a decoder circuit. Tests were then made on 

an experimental two digit current source decoder. The result of these 

tests indicated that such a decoder could be expected to yield an accuracy 

of 0.1 percent (10 binary digits) without the need of recalibration more 

often than every few days. The response time of the decoder was found to 

be around 1.5 microseconds for the accuracy given, while continuous opera

tion at frequencies up to 125 kilocycles was obtained. A method for the 

inclusion of a simple checking and recalibrating circuit was demonstrated 

in order to simplify the initial alignment and subsequent recalibration of 

the decoder. 

Two final problems associated with the use of such a decoder 

were then considered: 

1. Use of a binary-weighted decoder for encoding; 

2. Transmission of the decoder output voltages. 

In connection with the first problem, it was indica-ted that one 

of the primary necessities, in addition to an accurate decoder, is an 

amp~itude comparator which will have the requisite sensitivity over a 

large operating range. It was pointed out that this method of encoding 

is very useful when multiple input channels are to be considered, since 

the only duplication necessary is in the amplitude comparators and the 

gating circuits for the error signals. 

Three methods were given for solving the problem of accurately 

and rapidly transmitting the decoder output voltage: 

1. Use of a d-c amplifier at the output of the transmission line; 
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2. Use of a cathode-follower at the output of the decoder; 

3. Use of a three-conductor transmission line and a cathode-

follower for charging this line. 

These three methods were then evaluated; it was pointed out that the better 

transmission methods involved a greater complexity of equipment and a large 

power loss. The choice of a particular method appears to depend upon how 

much one wishes to pay for accuracy and speed of response. 

6.4 Suggestions for Further Study 

During the course of this report several of the problems assoc

iated with digital-analog conversion have been only touched upon. There 

were also several instances when it would have been desirable to have 

carried out experimental work on some of the various suggestions for con

version equipment and the uses of this conversion equipment. The analysis 

of conversion equipment and the comparison of this conversion equipment to 

analog systems was only briefly touched. Effort might profitably be direc

ted towards obtaining a simple criterion for the selection of a particular 

type of conversion equipment. Several of the conversion methods which 

were presented might also be analyzed more carefully to determine at exact

ly what points their limitations lie. The use of voltage sources for 

binary-weighteq decoders might be further studied and experimental results 

obtained for this method. An experimental study of the step-comparison 

encoding device would be very valuable in helping to determine just what 

accuracies and response times can be achieved, along with the specifications 

which must be placed upon the amplitude comparator. Finally, the various 

methods for transmitting the output voltage of a high speed conversion 

device might be studied experimentally in order. to determine how well each 

of them would operate in any actual system. 
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APPENDIX A 

FHOTOGRAPHS AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 

OF 

EXPERIMENTAL TWO ... DIGIT DECODER 

AND 

ASSOCIATED POWER-SUPPLY REGULATOR 



FRONT VIEW 

REAR VIEW 
FIG.27 

EXPERIMENTAL TWO-DIGIT DECODER 
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5651 

VOLTAGE-REFERENCE TUBEo 

Miniature Glow-Discharge Type 

Maximum Ratings (Absolute Valuep): 

DC Operating Current (Continuous) 

Ambient Temperature Range 

Characteristics and Operation Range Values: 

Min· AV. 

DC Starting Voltage -... - 107 

DC Operating Voltage 82 87 

DC Operating Current 1.5 --... 

Regulation (1.5 ma to --.. 
3.5 rna) 

StabilitY** 

Circui t Value s: 

Shunt Capacitor 

Series Resistor See NOTE Below 

o Data obtained from reference No. 16. 

.3.5 Max. ma 

-55 to +90 

Max. 

115* ..... volts 

92 volts 

.3·5 •••• ma 

.3 • •••• volts 

0.1 •••• volt 

0.02 ••• 

* A supply voltage of not less than this value should be provided 
to insure "startingt1 throughout tube life. 

** Defined as the maximum voltage fluctuation at any current level 
within the operating current range. 

NOTE: A series resistor must always be used with the 5651. The 
resistance value must be chosen so that (1) the maximum 

, current rating of '.5 ma is not exceeded at the highest 
anode-supply voltage employed, and (2) the minimum current 
rating of 1.5 ma is always exceeded when the anode-supply 
voltage is at its lowest value. 
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12AT7 

HIGH-MU TWIN TRIODEo 

9-Pin Miniature, Grounded Grid Type 

Heater, for Unipotential Cathodes: 

rarallel Heater Arrangement 

Voltage 

Series 

12.6 6.3 ec/dc volts 

Current 0.15 

Direct Interelectrode Capacitances (Approx.)*a 

Unit No.1 

Grounded-Cathode Operation: 

Grid to Plate· 

Grid to Cathode 

Plate to Cathode 

Heater to Cathode 

Grounded-Grid Operation: 

Plate to Cathode 

Grid & Heater to Cathode 

Grid & Heater to Plate 

Grid to Grid 

Plate to Plate 

0.15 

5 

1.6 

0.005 max. 

0.4 max. 

o Data obtained from reference NOe 16. 

* with no external shield. 

0.,3 . . . . . 

Unit No.2 

0.15 

5 

1.5 

amp • 

~~f 

~~f 

~~f 

~~f 

~~f 
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12AT7 

(continued) 

Maximum Ratings2 Design-Center Values: 
Values are for each unit 

Plate Voltage 300 max- volts 

Plate Dissipation 2.5 max. watts 

Peak Heater-Cathode Voltage: 

Heater negative with 
respect to oathode 90 max. volts 

Heater positive with 
respect to cathode 90 max. volts 

Characteristics: 

Plate Voltage 100 180 250 volts 

Grid Voltage -1 -1 -2 volts 

Amplification Factor 54 62 55 

Transconductance 4000 6600 5500 ~mhos 

Grid Voltage (Approx.) 
for plate current of 
10 ~amp. -6 -8 -12 volts 

Plate Current 3.7 11 10 ma 
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91IARACTERISTICS OF "NOB1E1OY" PRECISION RESISTORS 

Y..0-i;a,.gQ_Cbyg::?.:.~:~t~t:tstics: 

Voltage coefficient does not exceed 1/10 of 1%. 

Norm&.]..oa~ir~ Characteristics: 

The permanent change in resistance will not be more than IIltO% 

when the resistor is subjected to a normal life test of 1000 hours~ 

Noise Cqara~\eristics: 

When tested for noise according to .'3talldard R.M.A. proce.du.re, the 

inherent noise level will not exceed 1/4 microvolt per volt, 

:l.l'respective of the resistance value. 

Tc)lera:qces an.d Temperature Coefficients: 

Tolerances of 1% and 5% are available, for which the temperature 

coefficient will not exceed 0.0005 (0.05% per degree Cent:i.grade) 

nega-td vee Ultra-precision ItNobleloy" resistors with tolerances 

of' 0.5% $.re available, for which the temperature coefficien"G is 

OG02% per degree Centigrade, positive. 
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APPENDIX C 

Derivation of Equations for Cathode Follower Charging 

of Thr~e Concentric-Conductor Transmission Line 

Section 6.2 of this report describes a method. for the rapid 

'transmission of an accurate voltage magnitude by means of a cathode fol

lower and a three concentric-conductor transmission line (see Figure 26)G 

The following assumptions are made as to the manner in which the trans

mission line funetlons: 13 

1. The cathode follower resistance RK is equal to the character

istic impedance of the outer eection of the transmission line. 

This outer section thus appears to the remainder of the 

circuit as a constant resistance RK. 

2. The SUJn of the grid circuit resistances is so much greater 

than the characteristic impedance of the inner section of 

the transmission line that this section may be approximated 

by replacing it with a capacitance CL, where CL equals the 

'total capacitance of the inner section of the transmission 

lineo 

With these assumptions, it is possible to arrive at the equivalent 

circ:uits of Figure 2.6-b. It is poss~ble to further simplify the circu.it 

by combining the RK and rp resistances, yielding the following: 
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Assuming that the output circuit at Eo has an infinite impedance, 

the following relationship holds between Es and Is: 

Replacing Eeq b1 tbe relationship of equation (2), and substitut

ing the equivalent value for eg into equation (2), we obtain: 

It we now combine the terms in Is and ~ Isdt, there results: 

(s) 

It is possible to simplify the above expression bY' making the following 

substi tutionf3 end assumptions.· 

1. Hs» lleq (this is the normal oondition) 
jJ.R 

2. A· 1 + :.:.:!S. 
:t"p 

3. Rtot = Rs + ARg 

4. Ctot· P1 
A 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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Equation (5) then becomes: 

I R + .... 1 ____ _ 
Es = s tot Ctot (10) 

Equation (10) is merely a simple series RO circuit, whose current is given by: 

(11) 

It is well to stop at this point and consider what effect the 

introduction of a cathode follower has had upon the circuit operationo 

If Rg has a value of zero (i060, a short circuit), the only effect of the 

cathode follower is to decrease the effective capaeita,nce of the transmission 

line, and hence to decrease the time constant of the circuit which is seen 

by the source Esc> However, if Rg is made very large with respect to Rs ' 

the time constant of the circuit is not changed since Rtot increases by 

the same proportion that 0tot decreases. Therefore, the only result is a 

greatly decreased initial value for Is. 

Knowing the value of Is, we can obtain Eo by means of' the follow-

ing eqn,atJ.oru 

In orcif3!' to more readily determine the effect of Rg on the buildup of the 

outpu.t voltage Eo~ it is desirable to make the addi'tional substitutions: 

'" T = RsC1 (13) :,t:; 

6 .. K= 
Rg, 

(14) 
Rs 
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'then be wri t'ten in the more ':J.seful form ~ 

sides 

AK 
I+A'K 

of equation 19, and 
.... A 

~rt 

(16) 

(19) 

making the f011(; Qrr1.ng s'ttbstitutiolU 

( ')1 .... '\ 
. ".,.,J J 
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we finally obtain: 

.. 16':;. 

l+I\K 
(1 + L) log l+K 

AK 

Rg 
This equation thus requires that K =R; take on certain values, 

depending upon the values of Epu and A, in order that Rg will funotion such 

as to shorten the time it takes for~o to reach a given accuracy. The 

values for which Rg ju~t begins to have a beneficial effect upon the response 

time of the circuit are obtained when the equality sign holds for equation 

21. The following tabulation is' given for this case. 
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Tabulation of ~guation 21 for Various Values of 

Epu, A, and K 

. 1 E -..J..... E - 1 
AK 

Epu = iO pu - 100 pu - loOo 

K A K A K A 

10 0.,36 27.8 ---- ---- ---- _ .. _-

10O 9.6 10.4 0.057 1,750 ---- ----

1,000 99.,3 10.1 9.05 l11 0.0013 125,000 

10,000 999 10 99.1 101 9.01 1,110 
i 

100,000 9,999 10 999 100 99 1,010 
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